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ABSTRACT
This dissertation investigates the role of number and gender agreement in two
Hebrew contexts; present tensed sentences and genitive noun phrases. As a
point of departure I adopt a recent proposal by Pollock (1987) that agreement
projects a distinct syntactic category from tense. Thus, the analysis of S as
IP, the maximal projection of inflection (I), is replaced by an analysis of S
as TP, the maximal projection of tense (T). The complement of T on this view
is AGRP, the maximal projection of agreement (AGR). In the spirit of this
proposal, I assume that noun phrases are maximal projections of a functional
category, determiner (D), and that the complement of D is a second functional
category, which I call #P. Although the position of #P within the noun phrase
parallels that of AGRP in the sentence, # and AGR have distinct functions.
In chapter two I investigate the properties of present tense sentences in
Hebrew. These sentences contain benoni verbs, which are distinguished from
their past and future counterparts in that they are inflected for the number
and gender, but not the person, of their subjects. The syntax of present
tense sentences in Hebrew sheds light on the role of agreement in the
assignment of nominative case and in the licensing of null subjects. I show
that only an analysis which separates tense and agreement can account for the
full range of constructions in the present tense.
In chapter three I study the range of noun phrases containing postnominal
genitives. These structures provide crucial evidence for the separate
projection of a functional category, which I call #, and D. The head #
manifests grammatical number (and possibly gender) of its nominal complement.
A striking feature of derived nominals in Hebrew is that the subject always
appears between the head noun and the object. In order to account for the
surface order of the constituents within these noun phrases, I posit
functional projections which provide landing sites for movement of the head
-i -
noun, analogous to verb movement in sentewes, A comparison of different
genitive constructions motivates the two distinct functional categories
postulated.
Thesis Supervisor: Kenneth Hle
Titlb; Ferrari P. Ward Professor in Linguistics
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C1hat a-r 1
Int r cDlt i o rn
Grammatical formatives such as complementizers, auxiliaries, case-
markers, and articles, which Aristotle describes as words without
meaning, play a crucial role in syntactic structure; they bond nouns to
verbs and adjectives in order to express relations of predication and
modification. An understanding of their function is central to any
theory of syntactic structure. In the current government and binding
framework many of the traditional grammatical formatives are analysed as
syntactic heads. They are called functional categories as distinct from
lexical categories (adjectives, nouns and verbs). The analysis of these
elements as syntactic heads developed following the establishment of X-
bar theory, as outlined below.
1.1 The Evolution of Functional Categories
The X-bar theory of phrase structure in (1) was originally
developed to capture cross-categorial generalizations among the major
lexical classes of syntactic categories, i.e. among nouns, verbs,
adjectives and prepositions without recourse to transformational rules
(cf. Chomsky 1970).
-1-
(1)
X" -> SPECM - X'
X' -- > X - Comp
The projection of a lexical category Xn could dominate other maximal
projections Y1 and grammatical formatives only in its non-head
positions, SPEC and Comp, but must be headed by an element of category
X. But the category S, on the other hand, was not subject to the
constraint of endocentricity, being generated as in (2).
(2)
S --> NF' VP
The existence of such a category was anomalous because X-bar theory
explicitly stated that all syntactic categories are projected from heads
according to the rules in (1). Many writers attempted to resolve this
problem by analysing S as a projection of V. (See, for example,
Jackendoff (1977, chapter 3).)
At that stage, little attention was focussed on grammatical
formatives such as complementizers, auxiliaries and articles. They were
merely one class of specifiers, attached to some projection of a clause
or phrase. For example, it was assumed that complementizers occupied
the same position as wh-phrases in S', and determiners occupied the same
position as genitives irs NP.
With thei articulation of the government based subtheor ies of
Chomsky (1981), and in particular Case theory, INFL became a prominent
constituent of 13, and (2) was replaced by (3).
-2- 0
(3)
S -- > NP INFL VP
In particular the distribution of subjects in tensed and infinitival
sentences was held to follow from the presence or absence of a tensed
INFL as a Case-assigning governor. This implicitly assimilated INFL to
the class of syntactic heads, and thus INFL must be the head of its
projection, S.
Subsequently S' was reanalysed as CP, the maximal projection of
COMP. COMP was demonstrated to have the following head-like properties:
COMP is the locus of the features of a subcategorized sentential
argument. For example, for heads a non-finite clause but that is the
head of a finite clause. For governs and Case-marks the subject of the
sentence. The presence of an overt complementizer, which is not itself
a proper governor, prevents government of an empty category in subject
position by an antecedent external to C', thus the long-standing problem
of the that-trace phenomenon is reduced to a violation of the Empty
Category Principle (ECP). (See Stowell (1981), Fassi-Fehri (1982)
Chomsky (1986a) for discussion.)
The proposal that S should be analysed as IP, the maximal
projection of INFL, and that S' should be analysed as CP, the maximal
projection of COMP, eliminates the former exceptions to X-bar theory.
In addition, they imply that all syntactic categories, regardless of
whether they are lexical or functional, may project in the syntax.
Under these revisions a node which is not filled by the head of a
category can only be filled by a (distinct) maximal projection at D-
-3-
structure. Thus the only elements that can fill the ellipsis in the
following rule are maximal projections.
(4)
X" -> . X *
The rise in prominence of functional categories, and the emphasis
on the restrictions of X-bar theory allowed a synthesis of many former
proposals in which head properties were ascribed to functional
categories. Moreover, the proposals for noun phrases relevant here gave
real content to the old insight that noun phrases and sentences show
many parallelisms. Several linguists have independently suggested that
noun phrases are more perspicuously analysed as maximal projections of a
functional head. For example, Brame (1981, 1982), Szabolcsi (1981,
1983-4, 1987), Hellan (1985), Abney (1986, 1987), Horrocks and Savrou
(1987) all propose that a noun phrarie is a maxin.ml projection of the
determiner, i.e. DP. Kornfilt (1984) and Szabolcsi (op.cit.) also argue
that in Turkish and Hungarian respectively, the noun phrase contains an
agreement node, parallel to the agreement elEment of INFL in IF.
The inventory of functional categories was augmented by Pollock's
(1987) promotion of the tense (TNS) and agreement (AGR) elements of INFL
to the status of independent syntactic heads. Notice that this proposal
resolves an outstanding problem in that the head of IP dominated two
distinct syntactically active components, which violates the lexical
integrity of an X-bar theoretic head. The status of AGR as an
independent head (in noun phrases) was, as noted above, already
established by Kornfilt and Szabolcsi.
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1.2 Characteristics of Functional Qategories
In this section I address the question of whether the distinction
between lexical and functional categories is merely terminological.
Pretheoretically, it has been observed that functional categories tend
to be closed classes, whereas lexical categories form open classes.
That is new words entering the language fall into open classes, but
closed classes are rarely augmented.
As is the casE for many syntactic elements, a rigorous definition
for functional heads has not been formulated. The lollowing
observations within the GB framework have been noted by Abney (1987,
p. 63-64)
1. Functional elements constitute closed lexical classes.
2. Functional elements are generally phonologically and
morphologically dependent. They are generally stressless,
often clitics or affixes and sometimes even phonologically
null.
3. Functional elements permit only one complement which is in
general not an argument. The arguments are CP,PP, and (he
claimsJ DP. Functional elements select IP, VP and NP.
4. Functional elements are usually inseparable from their
complement.
5. Functional elemen's lack "descriptive content". Their
semantic contribution is second-order, regulating or
contributing to the interpretation of their complement. They
mark grammatical or relational features, rather than picking
out a class of objects.
AbIey also notes that children acquire functional eloments later than
thematic elements and that in certain aphasias, the ability to process
0.rW
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functional elements is lost, while the ability to use and understand
thematic elements survives.
Fukui and Speas (1986, p.133) offer the following additional
distinctions:
1. Functional heads have one and only one specifier, while
specifiers of lexical heads may be iterable.
2. Specifiers of functional heads are often moved from within
their complement.
3. All functional heads have specifier positions; it is not
clear that all lexical heads have specifier positions.
4. Languages which lack functional heads also lack specifier
positions.
As is evident from their points (3) and (4), Fukui and Speas also
claim an X-bar theoretic distinction between functional and lexical
categories, based on a comparative study of English and Japanese.
However, this claim is not widely accepted for both empirical and
conceptual reasons. In particular, their claims are challenged by
evidence from Hebrew (Ritter (1986)) and Irish (Guilfoyle (1981)). As
pointed out by Chomsky (1986a), it is conceptually undesirable that X-
bar theory should be sensitive to different classes of heads in general,
and the lexical-functional distinction in particular. On this view the
contrasts that Fukui and Speas classify as X-bar theoretic are induced
by independent modules of the grammar such as Case theory and Theta
theory.
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Two further theory-internal distinctions commonly assumed are that
in general functional categories are not proper governors, and that
functional categories lack thematic argument structure.
Finally, it is not clear how functional categories should be
defined in terms of features. The original features [+N] and [+V]
proposed by Chomsky (1970) define four categories, accepted as in (5):
(5)
[N] CV3
noun +
verb - +
adjective + +
preposition -
Given that the feature system is exhausted by the lexical categories, if
functional categories have feature specifications, the relevant features
must be either additional to those in (6) above, or drawn from a
different system. Alternatively, functional categories are not defined
in terms of syntactic features. Although there have been a number of
attempts to assign feature specifications to functional categories, no
consensus has been reached on this point.
1.3 AGR: A typical functional category
As I said in the introduction to this chapter, functional
categories are particularly important to linguistic theory because they
are the fundamental building blocks of syntactic structure. AGR is a
canonical functional category, as it appears to have the least
independent semantic content and is almost invariably morphologically
dependent. While the roles of COMP, TNS and D are reasonably well
-7-
understood, the nature of AGR remains somewhat obscure. We have little
insight into the following questions: Some languages, such as Japanese
and Chinese lack overt AGR. Is it the case that these languages lack
AGR altogether, or is it an abstract category in these languages,
comparable to English abstract Case? Kuroda (1986), for example, argues
that a number of contrasts between English and Japanese follow from the
presence and absence, respectively of AGR. Even in languages which have
overt AGR in tensed clauses only, is it desirable to posit null AGR in
nonfinite clauses also. Assuming the affirmative, Borer (to appear)
argues that the presence of abstract AGR allows a reduction in the
inventory of empty categories, by eliminating PRO. The earliest
discussion of AGR as a matrix of person, number and gender features is
consistent with its classification as a nominal of some kind. However,
unlike pronouns and clitics which are characterized by the same
features, AGR is not considered to function as an argument. The
question remains, what are the essential similarities and differences
among AGR, pronouns and clitics? One clear difference is that AGR is
the only nominal element which is held to assign or transmit structural
Case.
In most well-studied languages, AGR shows the features of the
subject, and I suggest that this reflects the role of AGR in
establishing the special status of the subject position as evidenced by
subject-oriented anaphora, the possibility of expletive subjects and
raised arguments, and the fact that in some languages it is the only
obligatory A-position. I also suggest that AGR mediates predication to
-8-
the subject position, including the purely syntactic predication on
pleonastic subjects proposed by Rothstein (1983)'.
This thesis investigates the role of AGR in Hebrew noun phrases and
present tensed sentences. The assumption of functional categories of
the nominal paradigm allows a principled account of idiosyncratic
properties of present tensed sentences, the distribution of different
classes of null subjects, and the word order in derived nominals.
1.4 Orqanization of the thesis
In chapter two I investigate the properties of present tense
sentences in Hebrew. These sentences contain benoni verbs, which are
distinguished from their past and future counterparts in that they are
inflected for the number and gender, but not the person, of their
subjects. The syntax of present tense sentences in Hebrew sheds light
on the role of agreement in the assignment of nominative case and in the
licensing of null subjects. I show that only an analysis which
separates tense and agreement can account for the full range of
constructions in the present tense. ;In particular it is shown that TNS
may be realized as an autonomous word in sentences which also contain a
verb only inflected for agreement. In the appendix to this chapter I
1. The presence of object agreement appears to challenge this view.
However, subject agreement is primary since I know of no language
which admits object agreement but not subject agreement. Perhaps
object AGR mediates predication within the verb phrase in similar
fashion. In any case subject AGR is always more peripherally attached
to the verb stem, suggesting the hierarchical domination of object
AGR by subject AGR.
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demonstrate that sentences with nonverbal predicates contain overt AGR
which adjoins to null tense at S-structure, indicating that neither
element is dependent upon the presence of a verb.
In chapter three I study the range of noun phrases containing
postnominal genitives. These structures provide crucial evidence for
the separate projection of a functional category, which I call #, and D.
The head # manifests grammatical number (and possibly gender) of its
nominal complement. A striking feature oi derived nominals in Hebrew is
that the subject always appears between the head noun and the object.
In order to account for the surface order of the constituents within
these noun phrases, I posit functional projections which provide landing
sites for movement of the head noun, analogous to verb movement in
sentences. A comparison cf different genitive constructions motivates.
the two distinct functional categories postulated.
-10-
Ch ap t car 2
The St r usc t u"r e c f Pr eent Ten se
Sen t en c es
2.1 Introduction
Since Taraldsen (1978), it has been assumed that richness of
agreement (AGR) plaoys a role in determining whether a language allows
phonetically null pronominal subjects (NSs). The content of a
referential NS can be recovered from AGR which is rich enough to
distinguish between first, second and third person and between singular
and plural number. However, this notion of richness is not sufficient
to fully explain the distribution of NSs because in some languages AGR
distinguishes between all persons and numbers and yet NSs are not
licensed while in other languages NSs are licensed despite syncretisms
in tie paradigm.
Hebrew provides an intriguing testing ground for theories about the
nature of licensing mechanisms for NSs because, although it permits some
NSs in all finite clauses, there are restrictions which reflect a
complex interaction between tense and agreement features. I shall begin
by summarizing the facts to be accounted for'.
2.2 The Distribution of NSs in Hebrew
In past and future tense sentences, AGR may mark person, number and
gender. In these tenses both referential and non-referential NSs are
possible, as illustrated in (1).
(1)
a. axal-ti tapuxim
ate-is apples
'I ate apples'
b. hirgiz oti Se dan lo ba
bothered me that Dan not came
'it bothered me that Dan didn't come'
c. 'amr-u Se dan gar be-kibbutz
said-pl that Dan lives on-kibbutz
'they(arb) said that Dan lives on a kibbutz'
NSs with arbitrary reference are always possible, if the verb bears
third person plural agreement. However, there are a number of
restrictions on the distribution of NSs with specific reference. First
of all, a third person NS with specific reference is never licensed in a
root clause. Specific reference is possible in an embedded clause if
the NS is co-indexed with a c-commanding argument. The following
examples were originally adduced by Borer (to appear) to show that a
third person referential NS cannot have a split antecedent.
1. These facts have been discussed extensively in the literature on
Hebrew. In particular, see Doron (1983), Borer (1983, 1986, to
appear), and Shlonsky (1987). Relevant aspects of their proposals
are discussed in detail below.
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(2)
a. Talila 'amra
Talila said
'Talila told
b. Talila 'amra
Talila said
'Talila told
c. Talila 'amra
Talila said
'Talila told
le-Itamar Se hicliax
to-Itamar that succeeded:m,sg
Itamar that he(=Itamar) succeeded'
le-Itamar Se hiclix-a
to-Itamar that succeeded-f,sg
Itamar that she(=Talila) succeeded'
le-Itamar Se hiclixu
to-Itamar that succeeded:pl
Itamar that they (Talila and Itamar) succeeded'
Borer interprets this fact as evidence that the third person
feature is anaphoric. However, in embedded past tense clauses such
"controlled NSs" are only possible if the verb is singular. If the
embedded past tense verb bears third person plural agreement, a NS must
be interpreted as arbitrary in reference. Compare (3) with (2).
(3)
ha- yeladim amru Se lo racu lavo
the-children said that not want:past-3pl to-come
'The children said that they (Athe children) didn't want
to come'
In order to account for this contrast I shall argue that arbitrary
pronouns, which have number and gender features only, should be
distinguished from personal pronouns which are specified for a person
feature in addition to number and gender. More specifically I shall show
that arbitrary pronouns are subject to the same binding condition as 4
noun phrases projected from common nouns, i.e. they must be A-free2
2. In embedded future tense clauses it is possible to bind a third
person plural subjects, but only if the antecedent of the NS is overt
and the matrix clause has non-future (i.e. past or present) tense, as
illustrated in (i)-(iii):
(i) ha- yeladim amru Se lo yavou la -misiba
-13-
I -shall account for this fact in chapter 3, where I discuss the
licensing conditions for NSs in past and future tensed clauses.).
Otherwise finite verbs, which are marked for number and gender
only, allow NSs with expletive or arbitrary reference only. (4a) shows
that NSs with specific reference are impossible; (4b) shows that an
expletive is possible if the verb has no overt inflection (which is
interpreted as maculine singular by default); and (4c) shows that NSs
with arbitrary reference are possible if the verb manifests plural
agreement.
(4)
a. ani/ata/hu/*O oxel tapuxim
I /you/he eat apples
'I/you/he eat apples'
b. ze/0 margiz oti Se dan lo ba
it bother me that Dan not came
'it bothers me that Dan didn't come'
c. oxlim falafel be-sin
eat:pl falafel in China
'they eat falafel in China'
The sentences in (4) are interpreted as non-past and non-future, i.e. as
present, although the verbal affixes are not marked for tense. I shall
the-children said that not want:fut-3pl to-the-party
'The children said that they will not come to the party'
(ii) ha-yeladim omrim Se lo yavou la-misiba
the-children say that not want:fut-3pl to-the-party
'The children say that they will not come to the party'
(iii) ha-yeladim yagidu Se lo yavou la- misiba
the-children tell:fut-3pl that not want:fut-3pl to-the-party
'The children will say that they ( the children) will
not come to the party'
-14-
refer to sentences such as (4) as present tense sentences, because they
receive a non-past, non-future, temporal interpretation. However, I
shall use the term intermediate, (a translation of the traditional
Hebrew term benoni,) to describe this verb form because it is not
overtly inflected for tense.
-Present tense sentences may be negated by a particle eyn 'not'3 .
If eyn is sentence initial, NSs with arbitrary reference are possible as
illustrated in (5c), but expletive NSs and NSs with specific reference
are ungrammatical as illustrated in (5a,b)4 .
(5)
a. eyn ani oxel tapuxim
NEG I eat apples
*eyn Ee] oxel tapuxim
'I don't eat apples'
b. eyn ze margiz oti Se dan lo ba
NEG that bother me that Dan not came
*eyn [e] margiz oti Se dan lo ba
'It doesn't bother me that Dan didn't come'
c. eyn te) oxlim falafel be-sin
NEG eat:pl falafel in-China
'They don't eat falafel in China'
3. Use of the negative particle eya for clausal or predicate negation is
generally restricted to formal registers. gyn is never used in past
or future tense sentences. In these contexts, as well as in informal
present tense sentences, lo is used as in (4b).
4. It should be pointed out that an arbitrary interpretation is
impossible with an overt pronoun. Compare (i) with (Sc) in the text.
(i) eyn hem oxlim falafel be-sin
NEG they eat:pl falafel in-China
'They (specific) don't eat falafel in China'
The overt pronoun hem 'they' can only be interpreted with specific
reference. Thus, a third person overt pronoun is not required for
the sentence to be grammatical. However, if there is no overt
pronoun, the subject will be interpreted as arbitrary in reference.
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The negative particle may alternatively appear between the subject and
the predicate, if it bears a clitic which agrees with the subject in
person, number and gender. When Eyn bears this marker, an NS with
specific reference is possible, but a NS with arbitrary referencie is
not. In addition, both null and overt expletive are impossible.
Compare (6) with (4) and (5) above.
(6)
a. (ani) eyn-eni oxel tapuxii
'I don't eat apples'
b. *ze/0 eyn-o margiz oti Sa dan lo ba
c. *eyn-am oxlim falafel ba-in
These facts demonstrate that the clitic on eyn may only be co-indexed
with a subject with specific reference.
In short, there are sinnificant differences between the role played
by INFL and that played by clitics in licensing NSs in Hebrew. In
particular, clitics can only license arguments with specific reference;
otherwise both Tense and AGR play a role in determining the distribution
of NSs with specific reference in this language. The facts are
summarized in the following table.
(7)
specific reference arbitrary reference expletive
clitic (p,n,g) EYN * *
AGR (p,n,g) past/fut. past/fut. past/fut.
AGR (n,g) * intermediate intermediate
Why should it be the case that intermediate verbs lack both person
features and TNS? Why are N~s with arbitrary reference possible in
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sentences containing an AGR which is not rich when NSs with specific
reference are not? Finally, how are the licensing properties of a
clitic to be distinguished from the licensing properties of rich AGR?
The analysis to be presented in the following sections addresses these
questions.
2.2.1 Two Structures for IP in Hebrew
I shall assume that all arguments are base-generated inside VP
(cf. Kitagawa 1986), Kuroda (1986), Fukui and Speas (1986) and Koopman
and Sportiche (1986)). Consequently, arguments which appear in
ESPEC,IP] at S-structure will have been moved from the VP. I shall
argue that AGR is adjoined to the head of IP at D-structure in past and
future tense sentences, but that otherwise AGR heads a separate
projection. If a sentence contains AGRP, then subjects raise to
ESPEC,IP3 through [SPEC,AGRP]. However, if AGR is in INFL at D-
structure, the subject moves directly from [SPEC,VP3 to ESPECIP3. This
difference in structure will be shown to account for differences in
richness of AGR, and in the availability of NSs in Hebrew. The D-
structures I posit are depicted in (8) and (9) below:
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Past and Future tense IP (AGR adjoined to I at D-structure)
IP
SP I'
AGR+I VP
Subj V'
Present tense IP (AGR heads a separate projection)
IP
SP I'
AGRP
AGR'
AGR VP
Sub j V'
y..
2.2.2 Outline
This chapter is organized as follows:
2.3 Tense and Agreement in Inflected Finite Verbs
In this section I investigate the relationship between tense and
agreement inflection in Hebrew. I claim that TNS and AGR are
constituents of a single functional head in past and future tense
sentences, but that AGR is independent of TNS otherwise. It will be
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(8)
(9)
argued that this distinction accounts for the fact that intermediate
verbs are only optionally inflected for tense. Intermediate verbs which
bear agreement (number and gender markings), but not tense, may function
as participles, gerunds and derived nominals. I shall begin by
describing the morphology of Hebrew finite verbs.
2.3.1 Hebrew Verbal Morphology
The morphological structure cof the Hebrew verb is composed of three
variable elements. The basic lexical core of the verb is a consonantal
root, such as kib 'write'. The second element of verbal structure is a
template consisting of a consonant-vowel skeleton to which the
consonants of the root are associated. In addition, this CV-skeleton
may have associated with it speci fied segments. The CV-skeletal form of
the template contributes lexical information to the verb. (The meaning
of a verb is not transparently associated with a particular template.)
The non-skeletal, non-root segments of the template change according to
tense. For example, (10) illustrates past, present and future tense
verbs derived by inserting the root kt;b. in three different templates.
(10)
ROOT TEMPLATE STEM
ktv + CaCaC > katav 'wrote'
ktv + CoCeC > kotev 'write'
ktv + CCoC > ktov 'write (hut.)
ktv + hICCiC > hiktiv 'dictated'
ktv + maCCiC > maktiv 'dictate'
ktv + haCCiC > haktiv 'dictate (fut.)*
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ktv + hitCaCeC > hitkatev 'corresponded'
ktv + mitCaCeC > mitkatev 'correspond'
ktv + hitCaCeC > hitkatev 'correspond'(fut.)*
*When the initial consonant slot is filled by a non-root
consonant, this consonant is deleted after prefixation of an
agreement marker.
Notice, for example, that the meaning of the verb katav depends on the
CV-skeletal structure of the template whereas the fact that it is the
past is indicated by the vocalic segments associated with the template.
The combination of the root and the template constitutes the verb stem.
To this stem are added prefixes and/or suffixes which specify (subject)
agreement. Each tense has associated 'with it a particular set of
agreement markers.
As noted in the last section, past and future tense verbs differ
from intermediate verbs with respect to the richness of AGR. Past and
future tense verbs are inflected for person, number and gender, but
their intermediate counterparts are inflected for number and gender
only. The past, intermediate and future paradigms for the verb katav
'write' are illustrated below:
(11) katav 'write'
PAST singular plural
masc. fem. masc. fem.
1st katavti katavnu
2nd katavta katavt katavtem katavten
3rd katav katova kat0vu
INTERMEDIATE singular plural
masc. fem. masc. fem.
kotev kotevet kotvim kotvot
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FUTURE singular plural
masc. fem. masc. fem.
Ist ektov niktov
2nd tiktov tikt(o)vi tikt(o)vtu
3rd yiktov tiktov yikt(o)vu
(V) indicates reduction of stem after affixation
0 indicates deletion of stem vowel after affixation
Past and future tense verb stems are synthetic forms in which tense
information is encoded in the agreement affixes and to some extent in
the CV-skeleton. On the other hand, the agreement affixes that attach to
intermediate synthetic forms are devoid of tense information.
The agreement suffixes which attach to intermediate verbs are also
used to mark number and gender on nouns and adjectives. Moreover, the
intermediate form, unlike its past and future counterparts, may function
as the lexical head of a nominal constituent. For example, the noun ozer
'aide, assistant' is derived from the masculine singular form of the
verb ozer 'assist,help' and the feminine ozeret 'cleaning lady' is
derived from the feminine singular form of the verb. Nominals are never
derived in a similar fashion from past and future tensed verbs. These
facts support the claim that the synthetic intermediate stem is
optionally tenseless.
2.3.1.1 Phonoloqical Distinctions
There is also phonological evidence that the inflection on the
intermediate is treated differently from the inflection on past and
future tense verbs. In intermediate verbs as well as nouns and
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adjectives primary stress is assigned to the final syllable, regardless
of whether it is part of the stem, a derivational suffix, or an
inflectional suffix, as illustrated below:
(12)
kotev write(m.sg.) baxdr young man
kotv-im write(m.pl.) baxur-im young men
kotv-6t write(f.pl) baxur-A young woman
In past and future tense verbs on the other hand, stress is assigned to
the penultimate syllable just in case the final syllable is an
inflectional suffix. Examples are given in (13)":
(13)
katAv-ti wrote(1sg) hiktiv-u dictated(3p1)
katAv-tem wrote(2pl) taktiv-u will dictate(2pl)
Recall that the inflectional suffix on intermediate verbs consists of
number and gender markers only, but the inflectional suffix on past and
future tense verbs encodes both tense and agreement information. This
5. 'It should be pointed out that there are two classes of apparent
counter-examples which arise as a consequence of vowel reduction or
deletion and vowel insertion: (a) A (non-high) final stem vowel is
reduced or deleted when a vowel initial suffix is added. Stress
shifts to the right after application of this rule, so that the
derived forms do in fact show stress on the inflectional suffixes as
shown in (i):
(i) katAv+u -- > katvd 'wrote (m.pl.)'
katAv+a -- > katvA 'wrote (f.sg.)'
tiktovi -- > tiktovi 'will write (f.sg.)
(b) The vowel in the feminine singular suffix -et never bears stress as
shown in (ii).
(ii) kotev+t -- > kotevet 'writes (f.sg.)'
ozer+t -- > ozeret 'cleaning lady'
This vowel is stressless because it is not present in the underlying
representation, but rather inserted after stress assignment. Note
that the feminine singular suffix -a does bear stress, as shown in
(12)).
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array of facts suggests that tense affixes are not included in the
domain of word stress.
These contrasts between past/future tense verbs on the one hand and
intermediate verbs on the other are not accidental facts, but rather
they correlate with other differences between the two classes of verbs
which have led a number of linguists to suggest that there is no tense
in sentences headed by an intermediate verb form. I address this issue
irs the next section.
2.3.2 Tenseless Intermediate verbs
The Hebrew term for present tense verbs, benoni 'intermediate', is
a fitting name for this form, not only because it is intermediate
between past and future tenses, but also because it shares some
properties with infinitives in contradistinction to past and future
tense verbs. The intermediate form also occupies a medial position
between nouns and verbs, manifesting properties of both classes of
lexical items'. Linguists working within the generative framework
characterize this tri-partite verb system in terms of tense and
agreement features7 . For example, Berman (1978) analyses infinitives as
6. I defer analysis of infinitives and nominal constituents until
chapters 3 and 4, respectively.
7. BIblical Hebrew used a bivalued aspect system of verbal inflection
which distinguished perfective from imperfective aspect. At that
stage, intermediate predicates belonged to tenseless, nominal
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[-TNS), past and future verbs as [+TNS3, and intermediate as [0 TNS).
Similarly, Doron (1984) and Rapport (1987) claim that the functional
head (INFL) of a sentence containing an intermediate predicate has AGR
features but not TNS. The proposal that the intermediate verb form
lacks tense is needed independently to account for its ability to
function as a participle or derived nominal.
2.3.2.1 Differences between Intermediate verbs and Tensed verbs
In this section I shall review some properties of intermediate verbs
which lend support to the position that they are not (necessarily)
tensed verbs.
Participles
The Hebrew intermediate functions as a participle when it appears
with a past tense form of the verb haya 'be' to express the habitual
past tense. However, as shown by the contrast between (14a) and (14b),
neither past nor future tense verbs can be used as participles:
sentences. During the Mishnaic period, this system was replaced with
a three-way tense system which reanalysed the perfective as past
tense, imperfective as future tense and intermediate as something in
between, i.e. present tense. Cf. Berman (1978), Borer (1983) and
references cited therein for further discussion.
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(14)
a. dan haya lomed ivrit
dan was. study(int.) Hebrew
'Dan used to study Hebrew'
b. *dan haya {lamad \yilmad) ivrit
dan was {studied\will study) Hebrew
This contrast is expected under the assumption that participles are not
tensed verbs. If past and future verb forms are synthetic forms which
encode tense information both in the inflectional affixes and in the
verb stem, they will never be licit in contexts which require a
tenseless verb.
Complements of Perception Verbs
Intermediate verbs, but not past and future'tense verbs, can
function as the head of a complement to a percepti6n verb9 :
(15)
a. Samanu oto menaqen etmol ba- koncert
heard-we him play(int.) yesterday at-the-concert
'we heard him playing at the concert yesterday'
b. *Samanu oto nigen etmol ba -koncert
heard-we him played yesterday at-the-concert
8. The examples in (15) are due to Berman (1978, p.153) who notes that
in non-standard Hebrew, it is possible to use an infinitive in place
of the intermediate in this context:
(i) af pa'am lo Samati et amos lehaqid zot
never not heard-1sg ACC Amos to say that
'I've never heard Amos saying so'
(ii) hu od lo tafas af exad me-itanu lehaatik be-mivxan
he yet not caught none of-us to copy in-exam
'he's never caught any of us copying in a test'
This alternation between intermediate and infinitival verbs in the
complement of a perception verb is not unexpected, given that both
verb forms may be untensed.
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c. hu gila et ha- yeladim mesaxakim ba- kadur
he discovered ACC the-children play(int.) with-the-ball
'he discovered the children playing with the ball'
d. *hu gila et ha- yeladim saxaku ba- kadur
he discovered ACC the-children played with-the-ball
Berman (1978, p.153)
As can be seen in the glosses, a tensed verb is impossible in this
context in English as well. However, English uses a bare verb stem
where Hebrew uses an intermediate verb form. In neither language does
the complement clause contain tense.
Negation by Eyn
As noted in the introduction to this chapter, eyn may be used to
negate sentences with a predicate headed by an intermediate verb. It
may also be used to negate infinitival and nominal sentences, but it
cannot be used to negate past or future tense sentences. If we adopt
the position taken by Berman, Doron and Rapoport that intermediate verbs
are distinguished from past and future tensed verbs in terms of
inflection, we can describe the distribution of eyn as follows: The
negative particle may only appear in clauses that are unspecified for
the tense feature [+past].
(16)
a. dan eyn-o oxel bananot
dan NEG-3ms eats banana
'Dan doesn't eat bananas'
b. dan eyn-o more
Dan NEG-3ms teacher
'Dan is not a teacher'
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c. dan eyn-o ba-bayit
Dan NEG-3ms in-the-house
'Dan is not at home'
d. eyn le'aSen
NEG to-smoke
'One shouldn't smoke'
e. *dan eyn-o axal bananot
Dan NEG-cl ate bananas
f. *dan eyn-o yoxal bananot
Dan NEG-3ms will eat bananas
However, negation by gya imposes a restriction on the interpretation of
the intermediate. As illustrated in (17), only the generic
interpretation is available under this type of negation9 .
(17)
a. dan oxel bananot
'Dan eats bananas'
'Dan is eating bananas'
b. dan eyn-o oxel bananot
'Dan doesn't eat bananas'
*'Dan isn't eating bananas'
c. dan eyn-o oxel banana
#dan doesn't eat a banana
*'Dan isn't eating a banana'
In order to account for this contrast I shall assume that n has
associated with it nomic (generic) tense, but that otherwise present
tense sentences have an abstract TNS element which i; totally
underspecified. Therefore, jyj may select as its complement any
9. I use the symbol # to indicate that the sentence is semantically odd,
rather than ungrammatical.
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tenseless constituent'*. Thus, the sentences in (18) are all
ungrammatical under the progressive interpretation.
(18)
a. *dan eyn-o haya axe) bananot
Dan NEG-3ms was eat(int.) bananas
b. dan eyr-o oxel banana
Dan NEG-3ms eat(int.) banana
*'Dan isn't eating a banana'
#'Dan doesn't eat a banana'
c. dan eyn-o oxel bananot
Dan NEG-3ms eat(int.) bananas
*'Dan isn't eating bananas'
'Dan doesn't eat bananas'
The generic interpretation obtains when there is neither a tensed main
verb, nor an auxiliary. In this context the head of IP may be filled by
ha Relativization
In the unmarked case, the complementizer Se 'tnat' marks all
relative clauses. However, the determiner ha may function as a relative
complementizer under the following conditions: (i) the verb form is
intermediate; (ii) the subject is the relativized argument; (iii)
nothing intervenes between the complementizer ha and the intermediate
10. Alternatively one might propose that the progressive interpretation
requires a null auxiliary which is realized in the position of TNS.
If this were the case then the presence of this null element would
prevent exyn from appearing in progressive sentences, just as the
presence of the overt auxiliary does in the habitual past.
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verb form**. As illustrated in (19), the complementizer Se 'that' may
also appear in contexts where relativizing ha is possible, but ha is
only available if all of the above requirements are met:
(19)
a. yeled Se/ha kore ma'amarim
boy that/the reads articles
'a boy that reads articles'
b. yeled Se/*ha-kara ma'amarim
boy that/the read articles
'a boy that read articles'
c. ma'amarim Se/*ha yeladim korim
articles that/the boys read
'articles that boys read'
d. yeled Se/*ha eyn-o kore ma'amarim
boy that/the NEG-cl reads articles
'a boy that doesn't read articles'
The intermediate verbs in these constituents retain both their argument
structure and Case-assigning properties. In chapter 4, I account for
the availability of this marked structure with intermediate verb forms.
I shall suggest that the definite article ha occupies the postion cof TNS
in present tense root clauses. The restrictions on the structure will be
shown to follow from aspects of both structure and content of functional
categories.
Nominalization
1i. There is also a semanthc restriction on the use of the definite
determiner as a relative complementizer, viz, the subject must be
interpretable as generic or non-specific. At this point I have
-nothing to say about this semantic restriction.
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As noted above, the intermediate verb form may function as the head
of a noun phrase, unlike past and future tense verbs. In Chapter 4 I
shall capitalize on the tenselessness of this form to account for the
existence of nominal constituents whose lexical head is an intermediate
verb form. In particular, I shall discuss the availability of cconstruct
state constructions headed by an intermediate verb form, and for the
differences between these and other construct state constructions' 2.
The intermediate verb may also function as the semantic head of a
non-clausal (i.e. nominal) argument which retains its internal argument
structure, but whose subject is not expressed. These constituents have
the form [ha + intermediate + X) where X represents the internal
arguments of the intermediate verb.
(20)
a, [ha- rocim lehibaxen ) yiraSmu kan
[the-want to be examined] will register here
'those wanting to be examined will register here'
b. (ha- mesarvim lexakot) yictaaru
[the-refuse to wait ) will be sorry
'those refusing to wait will be sorry'
c. Eyn hu mevin et [ha- miStamea mitox dvaray )
neg he understands acc [the-is implied by words-my]
'he doesn't understand what my words imply'
12. A construct state construction is a type of noun phrase in which the
head noun is immediately followed by a genitive phrase to which it
bears some relation, such as possessed-possessor or theme-source.
See chapter 4 for discussion and examples.
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d. hem eynam roim keSer ben [ha- mitraxeS
they not+cl see connection between [the-happen
ecl-enu3 leven [ha- naase eclam ]
by -us ] and [the-go on by them]
'they don't see a connection between what is happening here and
what is going on there'
(Berman, p.148-149)
This ability to function as a nominal argument is unique to intermediate
verbs. The examples in (21) illustrate that nominal constituents cannot
be constructed with verbs inflected for past or future tense.
(21)
a. *[ha- yircu lehibaxen 3 yiraSmu kan
[the-will want to be examined) will register here
b. *[ha- sirvu lexakot 3 yictaaru
[the-refused to wait ] will be sorry
c. *eyn hu mevin et [ha- hiStamea mitox dvaray J
neg he understands acc [the-was implied by words-my]
d. *hem eynam roim keSer ben [ha- yitraxeS eclenu3
they not+cl see connection between [the-will happen by us 3
leven [ha- naase eclam 3
and [the-go on by them)
Again, this contrast suggests that the intermediate verb form is not a,
tensed verb stem, unlike its past and future counterparts.
Summary
In summary, an intermediate verb is not necessarily a tensed verb.
We saw that it functions as a participle in the habitual past, where it
is the complement of a tensed auxiliary and that it may appear in the
tenseless complement of a perception verb. It is also compatible with
the negative particle eyn, which never occurs in the context of [+past).
In addition, the intermediate verb may appear in nominal contexts,
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including construct state constructions and relative clause headed by
the definite article ha.
2.3.3 Intermediate Verbs in Tensed Sentences
In this section I discuss the relationship between present tense
and intermediate verbs. I shall demonstrate that an intermediate verb
may become tensed when it amalgamates with a phonetically null TNS
morpheme. However, I argue that intermediate verbs are only optionally
merged with TNS, whereas their counterparts in past and future tense
sentences obligatorily do so.
As noted above, the intermediate verb may function as a participle
in habitual past tense sentences constructions where it is embedded
under a past tense form of the verb haya 'be'. When the sentence does
not have an overt auxiliary, the intermediate verb may receive either a
progressive or a generic interpretation, as exemplifed in (22);
(22)
a. dan haya holex la- beyt sefer kol yom
Dan was walk to-the school every day
'Dan used to walk to school every day'
b. dan holex la- beyt sefer kol yom
Dan walk to-the school every day
'Dan walks to school every day'
c. dan holex Ia- beyt sefer akSav
Dan walk to-the schooel now
'Dan is walking to school now'
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From this set of examples one might conclude that the intermediate verb
form in (22b,c) is functioning as a main verb and not as a participle.
However, Hebrew has no overt present tense form of the auxiliary haya
'be', so it is impossible to tell from the surface string whether or not
a phonetically null auxiliary verb is present in these cases.
Like past and future tense verbs, the intermediate verbs may be
fronted in questions, as exemplified in (23) (from Doron (1983), p.
43-44):
(23)
a. dan tilfen/metalfen el rina
Dan called/calls to Rina
'Dan called/{is calling/callsl Rina'
b. el mi tilfen/metalfen dan
to who called/calls Dan
'Who did Dan call/is Dan calling/does Dan call}?'
Now consider questions formed in the conditional: As shown in (24b),
the auxiliary verb may be fronted in this structure. However, the
participle may not be raised across the auxiliary (24c); nor, may it
appear in a position intermediate between the fronted auxiliary and the
subject (24d).
(24)
a. dani haya Soleax le-rina matanot
Dani was sends to-Rina presents
'Dani used to send Rina presents'
b. ma haya dani Soleax le-rina
what was Dani sends to-rina
'What did Dani used to send to Rina?'
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c. *ma Soleax dani haya le-rina
what sends Dani was to-rina
d. *ma haya Soleax dani le-rina
what was sends Dani to-rina
The contrast between (23) and (24c,d) seems to suggest that the
intermediate is in fact a main verb when there is no overt auxiliary,
because it can be fronted. However, Doron observes that it is possible
to adjoin the participle to the left of the auxiliary in which case
[participle + BE3 may appear in a position preceding the subject"3 . In
other words, X Participle+BE ... is a possible surface order for a
conditional sentence, as shown in (25)A4.
(25)
a. Soleax haya dani le-rina matanot
sends was Dani to-Rina presents
'Dani used to send Rina presents'
b. ma Soleax haya dani le-rina
what sends was Dani to-Rina
'What did Dani used to send Rina?'
On the assumption that it would also be possible to adjoin the verb to a
null auxiliary - if there were one - in the present tense, the fact that
13. Doron assumes that the D-structure word order in Hebrew is (INFL)SVO
and that auxiliaries are base-generated in INFL, so that the surface
order is derived by movement of the participle to the head of IP.
Alternatively, if Hebrew is S(INFL)VO, the surface order could be
derived by first adjoining the participle to the auxiliary and then
raising [Participle + BE3 to its surface position. Since nothing in
the present discussion hinges on this point I shall postpone
discussion of Doron's analysis until section (.
14. Although my informants judge the sentences in (25) grammatical, they
find them extremely poetic and note that they would be considered
marginal in colloquial speech.
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the intermediate can be fronted in sentences like (23b) cannot be
interpreted as conclusive evidence that an intermediate verb functions
as a tensed verb in simple root sentences.
I shall argue below that the differences between past and future
tense sentences and present tense sentences are due to (a) differences
in the feature specification of TNS and AGR and (b) differences in the
structural relationship between TNS and AGR. In present tense sentences
TNS is null category with no tense features, so the temporal
interpretation arises by default, i.e. TNS which is neither past nor
future is necessarily present. I shall show that this abstract TNS node
is required as a nominative Case-assigner. In root clauses, this ec is
made visible either by lexical insertion of eyn at d-structure or by
lowering onto the lexical verb in the derivation of S-structure. In
past and future tense sentences TNS is specified as E+pastJ and has
phonetic content. In addition, I shall argue that AGR heads a separate
projection (AGRP) which is the complement of TNS in Hebrew present tense
clauses, but that AGR is base-generated as an adjunct to TNS in Hebrew
past and future tense clauses.
2.3.4 Previous Analyses
Doron (1983) develops 'a tri-partite distinction among sentence
types in Hebrew which separates present tensed clauses from their past
and future counterparts and from infinitives in terms of the feature
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specification of the INFL node. In her system a finite sentence which
is neither past nor future has no tense specification whatsoever. She
uses the feature [+tense] to distinguish past and future tense clauses
from infinitives. In order to differentiate past tense from future
tense, Doron argues that [+tense] INFL is further specified for the
feature [past]. Finally, AGR appears in all and only finite clauses,
i.e. past and future tense sentences as well as "present tense"
sentences containing an intermediate predicate and no overt auxiliary 5 .
This system is summarized in (26):
(26) INFL features in Hebrew (Doron, 1983)
[tense] [past] AGR
past + + yes
future + - yes
present yes
infinitives - no
Rapoport proposes a modification of this system which dispenses
with the feature C+ tense]. She argues that such a feature is
unnecessary because "any sentence which has AGR features is interpreted
as tensed.... When AGR is absent, the sentence will be understood as
having no tensed interpretation, i.e. as an infinitive" (Rapoport, 1987,
p.50). Rapoport retains the feature [+past] to distinguish between
past and future tense sentences only. In her system, present tense
sentences are distinguished from infinitives by the presence of AGR and
15. Berman (1978) makes a similar distinction, analysing infinitives as
[-TNS), past and future verbs as [+TNSJ, and present tense verbs as
[0 TNS). However, as noted in footnote (), she does not posit a
separate INFL node at any level of syntactic representation.
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from past and future tense sentences by the absence of the feature
[+past]. This modification is presented in (27):
(27) INFL features in Hebrew (Rapoport, 1987)
[past] AGR
past + yes
future yes
present yes
infinitives no
By not attributing any tense specification to present tense sentences,
both Doron and Rapoport capture the fact that an inflected intermediate
verb is less verbal than its past and future counterparts. However,
their feature systems, which seem to be almost notational variants, make
very different predictions about the structure of infinitival clauses
and about the relationship between TNS and AGR.
2.3.4.1 Doron's Analysis
Doron assumes Hebrew is underlyingly (INFL)-Subj-VP and that
sentences in this language have ternary branching structure. The
structure she posits is given in (28):
(28)
'P
INFL NP VP
In order to derive the unmarked surface order (SVO) Doron assumes that
INFL lowers to V, although she also assumes that V may alternatively
raise to INFL to derive V-initial surface structures. Should a language
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allow both V-raising and INFL-lowering as strategies to amalgamate these
heads? In Doron's framework (Chomsky, 1981, 1982) heads are ndt subject
to the Empty Category Principle (ECP), so no problem arises with the
lowering option. However, even under current assumptions (that all
empty categories, including heads, must be properly governed), INFL
lowering is a viable derivation, just in case INFL+V is subsequently
raised to the higher head position at LF. Raising of V to INFL entails
no violation of the ECP because the verb can an'acedent govern its
trace.
The surface order of tensed verbs relative to VP-initial adverbs
has been used to determine whether V raises to INFL or INFL lowers to V.
It is assumed that the D-structure order is INFL (adverb) V ... and thot
the adverb does not move. If either V raises to INFL or INFL lowers to
V, the moved element must cross the adverb or negative marker. Both
derivations are attested; For example, English adverbs such as barely
must precede a tensed (main) V as shown by the following minimal pair*".
(29)
a. John barely speaks Italian
b. *John speaks barely Italian
In French, on the other hand, such adverbs must follow the tensed verb,
as illustrated in (30).
16. Pollock (1967) demonstrates that V-raising is also possible in
English, but it is restricted to auxiliaries tave and p~e.
(30)
a. *Pierre A peine parle l'italien
b. Pierre parle A peine l'italien
This contrast between (29) and (30) is accounted for on the assumption
that INFL lowers to V in English, but V raises to INFL in French.
Doron's analysis predicts that both V Adverb ... and Adverb V ...
should be acceptable orders in Hebrew. However, this prediction is not
fulfilled in that language: VP initial adverbs as well as the negative
marker lo 'not' always precede the verb on the surface. This fact is
illustrated by the following minimal pairs. The contrast between (31a)
and (31b) shows that the verb must follow a VP initial adverb such as
tamid 'always', and the contrast between (32a) and (32b) shows that the
verb must also follow the negative marker.
(31)
a. dan tamid axal bananot
dan always ate bananas
'Dan always ate bananas'
b. *dan axal tamid bananot
(32)
a. dan lo axal bananot
dan not ate bananas
'Dan didn't eat bananas'
b. *dan axal lo bananot
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These examples show that only the order Adv V ... or NEG V ... is
grammatical in Hebrew. This follows if we assume that INFL must lower
to V ..n the derivation of the S-structure representatio n " .
Doron's analysis fails to account for present tense clauses neqated
by e.. She assumes that the negative particle is adjoined to initial
INFL, and analyses the optional clitic as a roali:ation of AGP on evn.
Recall, however, that AGR on an intermediate verb is also derived by
amalgamating V+INFL. In other words, the same AGR is realized tvtce in
negated present -tense clauses; onc eon the negative particle and acir
on the inflected verb. In addition, the clitic on y is marked for
person, but AGR in present tense clauses bears number and gender marking
only, so the inflection on the verb and the clitic on eyn cannot be
realizations of the same element.
More problematic is the assumption that y is adjoined to INFL.
This wrongly predicts that it should be impossible to strand em when
INFL lowers in the derivation of SVO sentences, as in (33).
(33)
eyn dan yodea ivrit
NEG Dan knows Hebrew
'Dan doesn't know Hebrew'
17. In section () I discuss one case in Hebrew where INFL does not 1ower
to V. This occurs in verbless sentences containing an element which
has been desc r ibed in t he li ter atur e as a pr onomi nal copLula.
Evidence that this element occupies a different position fromv tensed
(and finite) verbs comes from the relative order of .log 'not' and the
in flec ted head; Lo;a must pr ec ede in flIec ted ver bs (even af ter
fronting in questions) but it always follows the pronominal copula.
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In addition, if SVO order is derived by INFL-lowering in verbal
sentences, it should be possible to lower INFL+e.., to V, deriving a
surface structure with no clitic on the negative particle. (In Doron's
analysis AGR only functions as an argument if the subject is fronted.)
However, as indicated by the asterisk in (34) this is not possible.
(34)
b. *dan eyn yodea ivrit
These problems suggest that Doron's analysis is both too weak and too
strong to account for all and only grammatical surface structures
containing eyn. in present tense clauses in Hebrew.
Doron observes that VS order is never attested in past and future
tense sentences with overt pronominal subjects. Examples are given in
(35) below**:
(35)
a. ani tilfanti le-sara
I telephoned to-sara
'I telephoned Sara'
b. *tilfanti ani le-sara
16. These examples are taken from Doron (1984). Shlonsky (1987)
attributes the relative unacceptability of (35h) to the presence of
the PP. He observes that V-Subj order is perfectly acceptable if the
PP is not present as in (i.
(M) tilfen Dan
telephoned Dan
'Dan telephoned'
He attributes the contrast between (1) and (35h) to the fact that the
verb telephone may be interpreted as a presentational predicate or a
verb reporting an action. The PP is only compatible with the report
interpretation which V-Subj order forces a presentational reading.
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c. tilfanti [el le sara
d. hu tilfen le-sara
he telephoned t o-sar a
'he telephoned Sara'
e. *tilfen hu le-sara
f. *tilfenE e) le-sara
g. dan tilfen le-sara
'Dan telephoned Sara'
h. ?tilfen Dan le-sara
'Dan telephoned sara'
She proposes the following analysis for the availability of the NS
in (35c): In this structure, V raises to INFL at which point AGR in
INFL functions like a clitic absorbing nominative Case from the
pronominal subject on its right. Consequently this subject must be a
Case-less empty category. However, she provides no account of why V-
raising should trigger absorption of nominative Case.
This analysis runs into the problems we saw earlier. Consider the
examples in (36);
'36)
a. ani bakoSi dibarti ba-bayit
I hardly spoke in-the-house
'I hardly spoke at home'
b. *dibarti ani bakoSi ba-bayit
c. *dibarti Ee) bakoSi babayit
d. bakoSi dibarti im sara
In each case the VP initial adverb bakoSi 'hardly' precedes the verb.I
interpret this as an indication that the sur face representation is
derived by lowering INFL and not by raising the verb. Doron's account
correctly predicts that C36a) with an overt pronominal subject is
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grammatical, while (36b) which contains a NS is not. However, the
ungrammatical sentence in (36c) should also be possible if the verb
raised to INFL and AGR in INFL absorbed nominative Case. Similarly, the
grammatical sentence in (36d) should be impossible because on her
account AGR does not absorb nominative Case if INFL lowers to V. Thus,
Doron's assumption that Hebrew is underlyingly (INFL)-Subj-V-Obj does
not account for the word order facts of this SVO language. However,
similar proposals have been made for VSO languages such as Irish and
Breton. These Celtic languages typically have agreement in complmentary
distribution with overt subjects. It has been proposed (Hale (1987),
Guilfoyle (1987)) that these languages are underlyingly (INFL)-Subj-V-
Obj and that agreement is in fact the consequence of head movement
(i.e.incorporation) of a pronominal subject from [SPEC, VP) to I*.
Despite its shortcomings, Doron's analysis captures an important
insight that AGR functions like a clitic in tensed sentences containing
NSs. I shall show that most of the problems noted here can be solved by
assuming a different structure for Hebrew clauses.
2.3.4.2 Rapoport's Analysis
Rapoport (1987) develops an analysis of verbless sentences in
Hebrew, focussing in part on structures containing a third person
19. Cf. Chapter 4 for a similar account of Hebrew Construct State DPs,
which have an analogous NSO surface order.
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pronoun in a position intermediate between the subject and the
predicate. This pronoun has the same number and gender features as the
subject as shown in (37).
(37)
a. dan HU xaxam
dan HE smart
'Dan is smart'
b. sara HI mora tova
sare SHE teacher good
'Sare is a good teacher'
She assumes that the basic word order in Hebrew is Subj-(INFL)-VP,
although she notes that her analysis is also compatible with recent
proposals that the subject is base-generated inside VP. Following
Doron, Rapoport analyses this pronominal element as (autonomous) AGR.
However, her analysis fails to account for the fact that eyn never co-
occurs with this autonomous AGR. (Recall that eyn may appear in all
other non-past, non-future sentences.)
(38)
a. dan HU lo more
Dan HE not teacher
'Dan is not a teacher'
b. *eyn dan HU more
c. *dan HU eyn-o more
Note that Doron is also unable to account for these examples. In
order to derive the surface order of sentences such as (38a), Doron is
forced to argue that the subject moves to the left of INFL, i.e. to an
A-bar position. On her analysis this A-bar subject binds AGER, the
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latter being construed as a variable20 . She argues that AGR is always a
clitic on the negative particle because, as noted above, the clitic is
marked for person. However autonomous AGR shows number and gender
agreement only. In other words, Doron's analysis fails to provide an
adequate account of the ungrammaticality of (39b,c).
(39)
a. [IxP ani 1 [Ix HU [t ha more 2
'I am the teacher'
b. *[1, ani 1 E [rEYN+m-sg [t ha more 3
'I am not the teacher'
c. *lp ani 2 [, EYNilst-sg [ts ha more ]
2.3.4.3 Summary
Both Doron and Rapoport argue that intermediate verbs are not
inflected for tense and that AGR is the head of IP in examples such as
(38a) and (39a). They observe that the AGR associated with this tense
lacks a person feature, but provide little insight as to why this might
20. On the other hand, if the predicate is headed by a verb as in Dani
oxel/axal tapuxim 'Dani eats/ate apples', the subject is in an A-
position and AGR is simply (attached to) the functional head. In
short, Doron posits two very different derivations for verbal and
nominal sentences. The S-structure representations she attributes
to these two classes of sentences are depicted in (i) and (ii)
below.
(i) Verbal sentence S-structure
[x tZafr.. Dani [v met ... 33
'Dani died'
(ii) Noia etnc -tutr
[x Dani 1 L2, AGR1 t [AdJP met 22)
'Dani is dead'
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be the case**. Neither of the structures they propose can fully account
for the absence of the negative particle in this construction. In the
next section I shall propose an alternative structure which overcomes
this problem while incorporating their shared insight that TNS and AGR
may be disassociated in present tense clauses.
2.4 The Structure of Present Tense Sentences
Although I accept Doron and Rapoport's claim that TNS is not
specified for the feature [past] in Hebrew present tense clauses, I do
not adopt their assumption that TNS and AGR are both base-generated in
the head of IP in present tense clauses. (However, I shall argue below
that this assumption is valid for Hebrew past and future tense clauses.)
I take the position that the head of a non-negative present tense
sentence is a phonetically null TNS element while eyn is the head of a
negative present tense sentence22 . I also show how this analysis can
account for the incompatibility of eyn and autonomous AGR. Some
preliminary remarks about the relationship between TNS and AGR are in
order before discussing the merits of this and other options for the
analysis of Hebrew present tense clauses.
21. Borer (1984, 1987) does not distinguish intermediate verbs from
their past and future counterparts. However, she does assume that
INFL is defective in the present tense but she attributes the defect
to the fact that AGR lacks a person feature in this context. See
section () below for further discussion.
22. Other lexical elements can fill this position. In chapter 4 I shall
argue that the relative complementizer ha is base-generated in the
position of TNS. This will be shown to account for the peculiar
restrictions on relativization described in section () above.
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2.4.1 TNS, AGR and the head of IP
Most current analyses within the GB framework assume that tensed
sentences have the structure depicted in (40) (subject to parametric
variation in the linear order of constituents),
(40)
IP(=S)
SPEC I'
I VP
TNS
AGR
As this tree diagram illustrates, S is IP, i.e. the maximal projection
of 1 (=INFL), where I contains both TNS and AGR. TNS and AGR are
clearly distinct elements, but it is not obvious that they are treated
as separate syntactic categories. If TNS and AGR are separate syntactic
categories, then IP is the only projection with two heads. While the
assumption that IP is unique is not a priori a problem, the hypothesis
that IP has two heads is clearly in violation of the principle of X-bar
theory which requires that each syntactic phrase have one and only one
head.
Of course, if TNS and AGR are not analysed as separate syntactic
categories, but rather components of a single category INFL, the
structure in (40) complies with X-bar theory. However, this view faces
an empirical challenge in accounting for agglutinating languages, such
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as Turkish, where TNS and AGR are clearly separate morphemes. The
examples in (41) show that TNS and AGR occupy different positions in an
inflected verb in Turkish and the examples in (42) show that Turkish
nouns and gerunds may manifest AGR without TNS 2 3 . This suggests that
TNS and AGR are in fact separate syntactic categories2 4 .
(41) Turkish tensed verbs
a. Past: verb+DI+AGR
giD-DI -1Er~ git-DI-hIz
go -past-3pl go-past-2pl
'they went' 'you (pl) went'
b. Future: verb+(Y)EcEk+AGR
giD-EcEk -lEr gid-EcEk-sInIz
go-future-ler go-future-2pl
'they will go 'you (pl) will go
c. Progressive:
giD-Iyor-1Er
go-prog. -3pl
'they are goin
verb+Iyor+AGR
giD-Iyor-sInIz
go-prog.-2pl
ig' 'you (pl) are going
(42) Turkish nominals
a. N+AGR
el-Im el-InIz
hand-1sg hand-2pl
'my hand 'your(pl) hand'
b. Gerund: V+mE+AGR
giD-mE-m giD-mE-nIz
go-gerund-1sg go-gerund-2pl
'my going' 'your going'
el-1ErI
hand-3pl
'their hand'
giD-mE-1ErI
go-gerund-3pl
'their going'
23. Turkish has vowel harmony and voicing assimilation in consonants. I
have used capital letters to represent segments which have some
feature specifications determined by the application of assimilation
rules.
24. George and Kornfilt (1981) argue that the nominalising morphemes -mE
and -dIq in the gerundive forms occupy the same slot as tense
markers in tensed verbs. They note that -mE gerunds are never
morphologically marked for tense. -dIq gerunds may be
morphologically marked for future, but they are neutral with respect
to non-future tense marking.
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Assuming that TNS and AGR are distinct syntactic categories, and
that IP does not have two heads, then IP must be a projection of TNS
(TP) or AGR (AGRP). Now if both TNS and AGR appear in the head of IP,
then either AGR is adjoined to TNS or TNS is adjoined to AGR. What is
the source of the adjoined structure - is it base-generated or derived
by movement? Consider the possibility that the head of IP has the
structure in (43) where either TNS is X* and AGR is YO or vice verse.
(43)
X 0
Y* X*0
This structure poses no problem for X-bar theory because X0 , will be the
unique head of XP. If the structure is base-generated then YO is like a
clitic on X*. Alternatively, if the structure is derived by raising YO
to X*, then IP must also contain a projection of Y. This second
alternative is instantiated by V-movement.
I conclude from the discussion in section () that Hebrew verbs
never bear tense unless they bear agreement (although the intermediate
verb forms attest that the reverse is not true). Exploiting Doron's
intuition that AGR can function like a clitic in Hebrew, I shall assume
X0 is TNS and YO is AGR in this language. AGR can either be adjoined to
TNS at D-structure, and in this sense it is like a clitic, or it can be
the head of a separate projection*2 .
25. There are other logical possibilities which are consistent with this
view including (a) Tense is adjoined to AGR at D-structure (b) AGR
and/or TNS is adjoined to the V at D-structure. I won't explore
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In a comparative study of English and French sentence structure
Pollock (1987) proposes that AG3R heads a separate projection from TNS,
or more precisely that AGRP is the complement of TNS*. The structure
Pollock proposes, including an optional negative Phrase (NEGP)
intervening between TP and AGRP, is depicted in (44) (irrelevant details
ommitted).
(44)
TP (=IP)
SPEC T'
T (NEGP)
NEG AGRP
AGR'
AGR VP
(Adv) V'
V ..
I claim that AGR heads a projection which is distinct from TNS in Hebrew
present tense sentences, but that AGR is base-generated in INFL in past
and future tense sentences. It will be demonstrated that this
hypothesis accounts for the distribution of the negative particle ezn
the relatively impoverished AGR on intermediate verbs, the availability
of NSs in the different finite contexts, and the nominal aspects of
either of these possibilities at this point, because they don't
account for the Hebrew facts under consideration. Ken Hale (p.c.)
also suggests that perhaps AGR and TNS are heads of IP in different
planes. While this alternative raises intriguing possibilities,
discussion is beyond the scope of this thesis.
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intermediate verbs. (Discussion of this last point will be taken up in
chapter 4). In the next section I shall discuss the structure of
present tevse clauses,
2.4.2 The structure of Present Tense Clauses
The purpose of this section is to demonstrate that the structure in
(44) is appropriate for Hebrew present tense clauses. I shall begin by
summarizing my assumptions about relevent aspects of UG and the aspects
of non-newative Hebrew present tense clauses that this structure should
reflecto
As noted above, I assume a version of the universal base hypothesis
in which al) arguments of a predicate are base-generated inside its
maximal projection and more specifically, I assume that the external
argument (i.e. the subject) is base-generated in [SPECYVP. ESPEC,VP]
is a 8-position, so it will never be filled by a non-Argument, such as
an expletive or pleonastic subject. I also assume that AGR is not
inherently a Case-assigner, but that it may transmit Case (from TNS or
some other Case-assigner) to a nominal constituent that it is cc-indexed
with (cf. Levin and Massam (1985), Massam (1985). (Alternatively, TNS
may assign Case directly to a noun phrase in ESPEC,IPX.) Finally, I
adopt Borer's (1986) proposal that AGR must be co-indexed with some noun
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phrase in the accessible domain of AGR, where the accessible domain is
defined as in (45)*.
(45)
a is in the accessible domain of AGR iff AGR
c-commands a and there is no 3j, 3. I-subject of
ASR, such that AGRS c-commands AGR and AGR
c-commands q.
Recall, first of all, that an intermediate verb in Hebrew is
inflected to agree with its subject in number and gender only. It never
mani fests person agreement or tense features. Second, it has been
established that the surface order Subj-V-Obj is derived by lowering
inflectional heads .nto the verb in Hebrew. Third, the negative
particle eyjn may appear in present tense clauses containing a predicate
headed by an intermediate verb or a non-verbal lexical category, i.e.
NP, AP, PP, but it may not appear in past or future tensed clauses or in
clauses containing 'autonomous AGR'. Finally, in sentences which are
negated by the bare negative particle, the surface order is NEG-Subj-V-
Obj but in sentences which are negated by an inflected negative
particle, the order is Subj-Neg-V-t
26. Following my discussion distinguishing AGR from INFL, I have
modified Borer's definition by substituting &§R for INFL in (45),
and will continue to refer to ASP rather than INFL in subsequent
discussion. Although Borer uses the term INFL in her formalizations,
in a discussion of its application she states that "[tihe set of I-
identifiers assumed in this work is coextensive wtho those elements
that are assigned an Index and are assumed, within the Government-
Binding model, to have an inherent set of i-teatures-namely, a
coindexed antecedent, a clitic and ASP" (Borer (1966, p.392).
Foll owi ng r ec ent wor k by Kayne (1987) and Mahajan (1566) , t hi s
modification also allows for the po'ssibility that there may be more
than one ASP per clause, while retaining the assumption thrt there
is onty one head of S.
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2.4.2.1 TNS in Present Tense Clauses
Consider the following present tense sentences:
(46)
a. hu oxel bananot
he eats bananas
b. hi oxelet bananot
she eats bananas
c. hen oxlim bananot
they eat bananas
Despite the fact that the intermediate verbs in (46) are not overtly
marked for tense, I infer ,that these sentences must have a TNS node from
the assumption that AGR is not itself a Case-assigner and from the fact
that ihe pronominal subjects are overtly mark-ed for nominative Case.
However, I do not assume that all intermediate verbs are tensed. Rather,
the intermediate verb form will only become a tensed verb if there is no
other tense-bearing element in the head of TP or on the path between V
and TNS.
Further evidence that such clauses contain a TNS element comes from
the fact that the temporal interpretation of embedded clauses containing
an irntermediate verb is independent of the tense of the superordinate
clause, as illustrated in (47):
(47)
a. dan xaSav Se sara lomedet ivrit
'Dan thought that Sara studies Hebrew'
*'Pan thought that Sara studied Hebrew'
b. dan yaxSov Se sara lomedet ivrit
'Dan will think that Sara studies Hebrew'
*'Dan will think that Sara will study Hebrew'
If the complement clause had no TNS we would expect its tempcoraL
interpretation to be determined by the matrix clause. In fact, this
expectation is borne out in complements of perception verbs which, as
argued above, lack TNS. Compare the examples in ((a,c) repeated here
as (46) with those in (47) above0
(46)
a. Samanu otc menaqen etmol br 1 koncert
heard-we him pla(int.) yesterday at-the-concert
'we heard him playing at the concert yesterday'
b. hu gila et ha- yeladim mesaxakim ba- kadur
he discovered ACC the-children playOnt.) with-the-ball
'he discovered the children playing with the ball'.
Note that these examples provide support for my assumption that TNS
assigns nominative Case in finite clauses because, unlike the embedded
cl&,ses in (47), these complements lack an overt nominative Case-mark ed
subject. Since we know that past and future tensed verbs cannot occur
in this context and that NSs with specific reference are not licensed in
non-negative clauses with predicates headed by intermediate verbs, it
must be the case that the embedded VPs are predicated of the accusEative
Case-mark ed noun phy ases"'.
The contrast between (47) and (48) is unexpected under Doron's
assumption that all clauses containing an intermedigte verb lack tense
27. Cf. Higginbotham (1962) for an analysis of complements of perception
verbs in terms of events.
and also under Rapoport's assumption that all inflected verbs are in
tensed clauses. However, it follows naturally from the view that an
intermediate verb must be tensed if its s-projection (in the sense of
Abney (1987)) extends to TP. Following a proposal of Pollock (1987)
that finite TNS should be analysed as an operator, we can account for
this contrast (and also for the other cases where intermediate verbs are
not interpreted as finite).
Pollock suggests that V-raising to TNS is required to provide the
TNS operator with an appropriate variable, the syntactic counterpart of
Davidson's (1966) 'Event variable'. He argues that movement of the verb
to TNS creates a variable which is bound by TNS and whose range is
defined by the lexical content of the verb. According to Pollock, this
type of binding occurs at S-structure in French and English, but the
fact that inflectional elements lower to V in Hebrew forces me to assume
that the event variable could only be bound by movement of the verb at
LF in Hebrew. I also depart from Pollock in assuming that TNS need not
be specified for the feature C+past] to be construed as finite, because
I analyse present tense as finite TNS which is not specified for this
feature in Hebrew2 ,
2.4.2.2 Eyn as TNS
28. In chapter 3, I shall argue that infinitival TNS is anaphoric in
Hebrew, i.e. an empty category with no inherent features.
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Having argued that present tensed sentences do in fact contain TNS,
I shall now defend my claim that TNS and AGR head distinct projections
in this construction. My argument is based on the assumption that when
y appears, it is the head of IF (or more prespicuously TP). I shal l
show that eyn occupies the position of TNS and that it has a semantic
interpretation which is consistent with this hypothesis. I shall
propose that gyn realizes TNS, i.e. it is an independent morpheme which
has inherent temporal reference, An intermediate verb will be tenseless
in the domain of eyn because TNS is lexically incorporated into e
Recall that eyn is used to negate intermediate, infinitival and
nominal clauses, but cannot occur in either past or future tense
clauses, This is shown by the contrast between (49a-d) and (49e,f).
(49)
a. eyn dani yodea ivrit
NEG Dani knows Hebrew
'Danny doesn't know Hebrew'
b. eyn li-Stot kafe
NEG to drink coffee
'One should not drink coffee'
c. eyn dani xaxam
NEG Dani smart
'Danny isn't smart'
d. eyn dani more tov
NEG Dani teacher good
'Danny isn't a good teacher'
e. *eyn dani yada ivrit
NEG Dani knew Hebrew
f. *eyn dani yida ivrit
NEG Dani will know Hebrew
TNS is specified for the feature E+ past] in past and future tense
sentences only. (In present tense sentences TNS is unspecified for the
feature [+past] so it receives a default interpretation which is neither
past nor future). Remember also that in the discussion of verbal
morphology it was observed that TNS only has phonetic content in past
and future tenses. In these tenses TNS and AGR features are realized as
a portmanteau morpheme affixed to the verb stem2*. If we assume that
TNS has some lexical content in past and future tenses because it has
features, and that it is a null category in all other non-negative
clauses, then eyn may occupy TO just in case this position is not
otherwise filled. Within a framework that assumes two distinct
functional projections in S, eyni may be assumed to occupy the higher
head position, i.e. TO, while AGR appears in the lower head position.
In the remainder of this section I shall argue that the sentence in
(49a) has the structure depicted in (50):
(50)
TP
T AGRP
eyn DP AGR'
Dani AGR XP
yodea ivrit
xaxam
more tov
29. I defer discussion of the structure of past and future tensed
sentences until 0.
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Although the structure in (50) is compatible with my claim that TNS
and AGR head distinct projections in Hebrew present tense clauses, if we
substitue the node label C for T and INFL for AGR, it also lends itself
to an analysis in which eyn is analysed as a complementizer and S has a
single functional head which may dominate TNS, and/or AGR, as shown in
(51) (cf. Borer (1984)).
(51)
CP
C IP
eyn DP AGRI
Dani AGR XP
yodea ivrit
xaxam
more tov
I shall begin by presenting my reasons for rejecting this analysis. If
eyn occupied the head of CP, we would predict that eyn could not co-
occur with another complementizer. However, as illustrated by the
following examples, a complementizer (Se 'that') does appear in embedded
clauses containing eyn.
(52)
a. ani xoSev (Se) eyn dani yodea ivrit
I think that NEG Dani knows Hebrew
'I don't think that Danny knows Hebrew'
b. ani xoSev (Se) dani eyn-o yodea ivrit
I think that Dani NEG-cl knows Hebrew
'I don't think that Danny knows Hebrew'
In addition, if the subject is moved to a pre-IP position when it
precedes the negative particle, one would predict from the structure in
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(51) that it should be impossible to topicalize or question the object
when the subject precedes the negative particle. However, this
prediction is not borne out, as shown by the grammaticality of the
following examples:
(53)
a. ma dani eyn-o yodea
what Dani NEG-cl knows
'what doesn't Dani know'
b. ivrit, dani eyn-o yodea
Hebrew Dani NEG-cl knows
'Hebrew, Dan doesn't know'
If y is analysed as a complementizer, then it is the only
complementizer that may appear in a Hebrew root clause.
In the next section I discuss additional motivation for analysing
y as the base-generated head -of TP.
2.4.2.3 Evn as a compound operator
As noted above, non-negative present tense .lauses may be
interpreted as either nomic or progressive, but when evn is present only
the nomic interpretation is available. Hebrew has a second negative
element lo which can be used for negation of both tensed and tenseless
sent enc es**
30. When 19c is used for predicate negation A appears immediately before
the head of the predicate, even in cases where the head is fronted
as illustrated in (i) and (ii):
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(54)
a. dan (lo/*eyn-o) cxei banana
Dan NEG eats banana
'Dan isn't eatinp a banana'
b. dan (lo/*eyn-u2 axal bananot
Dan NEG ate bananas
'Dan didn't eat bananas'
Unlike eyvn., j is purely a negative operator so' it can be used to negate
any constituent as illustrated by the following examples:
(55)
a. 1lo kcol yeled] oxel barianot
not every child eats bananas
b. hu kotev sfarim Clo be-ivrit. ele be-anglit
he writes books not in-Hebrew but (rather) in-English
This difference in the distribution of lo and e is expected if the
former is simply a negative operator while the latter is both nomic
tense and negation. This proposal amounts to analysing y as a
compound operator, (NEG+TNS), which is base-generated in the position of
the head of the clause, i.e. in T om1l,.
In the lat section I noted that :ne facts of Hebrew were
compatible with Pollock's proposal that verbs raise to the head of TFP in
i)- dani betax lo ohev bananot
'Dani surely doesn't like bananas'
(ii) ma lo ohev dani
'what doesn't Dani like'
Therefore, I shall assume that l. can be adjoined to X*.
31. Add footnote: there are other languages in which negation inter acts
with tense eg Kru(?) - get examples
32. See below for evidence that ecyn is not a complementizer.
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finite clauses in order to generate a variable which could be bound by a
tense operator, I suggested that this movement could only occur at LF
in Hebrew, and that the head of TP could be analysed as an operator in
the present tense, even though it is unspecified for the feature
[+past]. However, I assume that the verb does not raise to T which is
occupied by eyn First, not all predicates negated by eyn are headed by
verbs. As noted above, this negative particle may also be used to
negate clauses with NP and AP predicates (nominal clauses). While it is
reasonable to posit an event position in the verb, it seems highly
unlikely that the trace of a nominal category could function as a tense
variable.
Recall also that exa imposes a nomic (generic) interpretation on
the clause. For example, (55a) means that Dan doesn't eat bananas, not
that he isn't eating them at the moment. This sentence does not describe
a single event of non-banana-eating, but rather denies that Dan is a
banana-eater. I infer from this that eyn is not a tense operator but
rather that it is referential in the relevant sense, i.e. it refers to
(the non-existence) of a characteristic of the subject. In other word.
I shall argue that it is not a tense operator and thus there is no
motivation to raise V (through AGR) to etyi,
33. In () I shall show that this treatment can be extended to account
for the use of .e~ynn as an auxiliary in locative, existential and
possessive constructions. Examples of these constructions are given
in (i-iii) below.
(i) ha- sefer eyn-o ba- sifriya
the-book NEG in-the-library
'the book isn't in the library'
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I should also like to point out that there may be a universal
constraint against head movement to autonomous functional categories3 4 .
Although I know of no principled explanation for this fact, evidence
from a variety of languages suggests that there is no adjunction to
autonomous C, T, D, or AGR 35 Note, however, recent work on
incorporation of lexical categories suggests that this generalization
does not apply to lexical heads (Baker, 1986, 1988).
Platzack (1986) argues that all Germanic languages which exhibit
verb-second phenomena have a rule which obligatorily moves INFL to COMP,
unless this position is already filled. This is illustrated by the
contrast between grammatical sentences such as (56a,c) which contain a
(ii) eyn sfarim ba-sifriya
NEG books in-the-library
'there aren't any books in the library'
(iii) eyn le-dan sefer
NEG to-Dan book
'Dan doesn't have a book'
34. In order to avoid terminological confusion I shall use the term
autonomous rather than lexicalized to refer to functional categories
which are realized as words without the morphological support of a
lexical category.
35. Add evidence that this generalization also extends to D. Here are
some possibilities: (a) quantifiers block head movement cf. every
student vs everyone (but everybody should probably be analysed as a
lexical compound). (b) Bare plurals may be a case where the lexical
head raises to D. Compare the following:
(i) Books about Canada are interesting.
(ii) Some books about Canada are interesting.
(c) Note also Hebrew has construct states with numerals and the
universal quantifier kol 'every'. In this case the head of the NP
complement of Q(=D?) does not raise, deriving the surface order Q-
NP..n, as in Sney ha-yeladim 'The two children'. When Q is not
present the noun raises to D as in yaldey ha-more 'the children of
the teacher'. In this case the surface order is N-NP..n.
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lexical complementizer or a finite verb in the head of CP, and
ungrammatical sentences such as (56b) where the head of CP is empty and
(56d) where both the complementizer and the lexical verb are in second
position2'.
(56) (German)
a. Es scheint als ob er nicht krank wAre.
it looks as if he not ill were
'It looks as if he was not ill.'
b. *Es scheint als er nicht krank wsre.
it looks as he not ill were
c. Es scheint als wAre er nicht krank.
it looks as were he not ill
'It looks as if he was not ill.'
d. *Es scheint als ob wAre er nicht krank.
it looks as were he not ill
(Platzack (1986, p.199)
Pollock (1987) accounts for the absence of agreement marking on
English.modals by assuming that AGR does not raise to TNS when the
latter position is filled by a modal. On his analysis do bears
agreement because it is base generated in AGR and subsequently raised to
(non-lexical) TNS. Compare the following examples:
(57)
a. John can/*cans speak Hebrew.
b. John *do/does speak Hebrew.
36. Platzack attributes the observation that finite verbs move to COMP
if this position is not occupied by a complementizer in Germanic to
den Besten (1983).
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The fact that a verbal predicate cannot appear with 'autonomous
AGR' in Hebrew may also be adduced as evidence that this generalization
extends to AGR. I shall argue in section () below that the reason why
'autonomous AGR' never co-occurs with a verbal predicate is that Hebrew
verb stems must have an agreement suffix to be well formed, but a verb
stem cannot adjoin to autonomous AGR.
2.4.2.4 EYN as a Case-assiger
In the introduction to this secticn I said that I aSsume that TNS
assigns nominative Case in tensed clauses. If e is TNS then it too
must assign nominative Case. Unlike the TNS element in non-negative
present tense clauses or TNS specified for [+pastJ, the bare particle
y must assign Case to the right. More precisely, n assigns Case to
the subject in [SPEC,AGRP) (either directly or by passing on its Case-
assigning ability to AGR which in turn transmits Case to the subject in
CSPEC,AGRP)). I infer that the subject is realized in ESPEC,AGRFJ and
not in [SPECVP from the fact that an overt expletive subject may
appear in this position, as illustrated in (3b) repeated here as (58).
(58)
eyn ze margiz oti Se dan lo ha
NEG that bother me that Dan not came
*eyn [e] margiz oti Be dan lo ba
'It doesn't bother me that Dan didn't come'
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This is expected if ESPECAGRPJ is an A-position - but not necessarily a
8-position. Both arguments and expletives may be Case-marked in this
position. (Remember that only E-marked arguments may appear in
ESPECVP3.) If eyn could assign Case to the left then the subject would
be realized in ESPEC,TP), deriving the surface order Subj-NEG-Pred,
However, the following sentences show that this word order is not
possible.
(59)
a. *dani eyn yodea ivrit
Dani NEG knows Hebrew
b. *dani eyn more tov
Dani NEG teacher good
c. *dani eyn xaxam
Dani NEG smart
I attribute the ungrammaticality of the examples in (59) to a violation
of the ECr which arises as a consequence of movement of the subject from
CSPECAGRPJ to ESPEC,TPJ, as illustrated in (60).
(60)
TP
DF T'
/ / \
Dani T AGRF
NEG t AGR'
AGR XP
yodea ivrit
xaxam
more sov
In this structure eyn is a closer governor of the empty category in
ESPEC,AGRP] than its antecedent - the subject in [SPEC,TPJ. By
minimality, eyn governs the trace, but because eyn is a functional head,
it is not a proper governor. I have been calling eyn a negative
particle because, unlike modals and auxiliaries, it does not belong to
the lexical category of verbs; it does not have the characteristic
morphology of a Hebrew verb, nor does it bear the agreement affixes of a
lexical category.3 7 . This explanation is reminiscent of the account of
"that-t" effects in English explicated in Chomsky (1986) (but see
section () above for arguments that eyn is not a complementizer)3 9.
2.5 Inflect-ed Negative Particles: Clitics or Agreement
Thus far the discussion of eyn as TNS in this section has focussed
exculsively on the bare particle which appears in sentence-initial
position, so that the derived word order is TNS-Subj-AGR-Pred. I shall
now show how this analysis also accounts for the case where eyn appears
between the subject and the predicate in finite clauses. In this case,
a morpheme which bears the person, number and gender features of the
37. The clitics which are normally attached to the negative particle are
also used for other particles such as yeS 'exist' and 'od 'still'.
Borer (1984, p.244, footnote 1) notes that these clitics are
morphologically distinct from object clitics, but that object
clitics sometimes surface instead of particle clitics on eyn and
'od (but not on yeS).
38. Chomsky argues that when the head of CP is filled by an overt
complementizer such as that, the category immediately dominating C
becomes a barrier for government of the subject by its antecedent.
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subject is suffixed to the negative particle, and the derived word order
is Subj-TNS-AGR-Pred as illustrated below:
(61)
a. dani1 eyn-ol yodea ivrit
Dani NEG-cl knows Hebrew
'Danny doesn't know Hebrew'
b. danii eyn-oi xaxam
Dani NEG-cl smart
'Danny isn't smart'
c. dani, eyn-ol more tov
Dani NEG-cl teacher good
'Danny isn't a good teacher'
As noted in the last section, I assume that eyn is not itself a
proper governor. Borer (1984) adduces the following scope facts to
support the same claim:
(62)
a. eyn harbe xatulim ba- gan
NEG many cats in-the-garden
'There aren't many cats in the garden'
b. harbe xatulim eyn-am ba -gan
many cats NEG-cl in-the-garden
'many cats aren't in the garden'
She reasons that when eya precedes the subject it must have scope over
the entire sentence, but when eyn follows the subject, it may only have
scope over the predicate. Borer attributes this to the ECP, arguing
that eyn is not a proper governor, so quantifier raising of the subject
from a position governed by the negative particle will be impossible,
unless a clitic is present to properly govern the trace of the moved
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subject.in that position**. Since the subject can only appear in
[SPEC,TPJ when the clitic is present, it must be the case that the
clitic properly governs the trace in [SPEC, AGRP3. Following Diesing
(1987) I analyse [SPEC,TPJ (her [SPEC,IP) as an A position just in case
it is a Case-position, and as an A-bar position otherwise.
This section addresses the following questions: What is the status
of the morpheme that bears person, number and gender - is it AGR or a
clitic? Why is the subject forced to move to [SPEC,TPJ when evn bears
this suffix? Is nominative Case (obligatorily) assigned by the
inflected negative particle to [SPEC,TP]? (Remember that [SPEC, TPJ is
not a theta-position under my analysis, because external arguments are
always base-generated in [SPEC, VPJ.)
The suffix on eyn exhibits the two properties which are
characteristic of AGR in past and future tensed sentences: It is a
marker of person, number and gender affixed to the head of TP and co-
occurs with an overt nominative Case-marked subject. As noted in the
introduction it also licenses the same subset of referential NSs as AGR
in past and future tensed clauses, i.e. first and second person NSs but
not third person NSs. Recall, however, that verbs are only inflected
for number and gender in present tense and that NSs are with specific
reference are not otherwise licensed in this context. It is also
distinguished from AGR in past and future tensed clauses because the
39. However, Borer assumes that the bare particle in (63a) is a
complementizer. Cf. above for arguments against this view.
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latter license all classes of NSs, but the suffix on eyn only licenses
N1a with specific reference. Thus, the behavior of this element is
distinct from AGR in present tense clauses and from AGR in past and
future tense clauses.
The fact that only referential NSs are licensed by the suffix may
be construed as evidence that it is a referential element, i.e. a
clitic. I suggested earlier that the reason why 'autonomous AGR' does
not select a VP complement is that verb stems must amalgamate with AGR
to be well-formed. If this suffix is AGR, we might expect a similar
restriction on the category of its complement. The examples in (63)
illustrate that the suffix may occur with a predicate headed by an
intermediate verb. Moreover, the verb must agree with its subject in
this context as shown by the ungrammaticality of (63c) and (63e) where
the verb bears no overt agreement but is interpreted as masculine,
singular by default.
(63)
a. Hu eyn-enu oxe] bananot.
he NEG-3sg. eat(m.sg.) bananas
'He doesn't eat bananas.'
b. Hi eyn-ena oxel-et bananot.
she NEG-3sg. eat-f.sg. bananas
'She doesn't eat bananas.'
c. *Hi eyn-ena oxel bananot.
d. Hem eyn-am oxl-dm bananot.
they NEG-3Sm.pl. eat-m.pl bananas
'They don't eat bananas.'
e. *Hem eyn'-am oxel bananot.
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Summarizing the discussion so far, we have seen that these suffixes
do not exhibit the syntactic properties of either present tense or
past/future tense AGR in Hebrew, They appear to co-occur with present
tense AGR and la.ense referential NSs only. All these facts argue in
favour of analysing them as clitics.
I would also like to point out that clitic doubling of the subject
is attested in other languages, In particular the distribution of the
suffix on en is reminiscent of clitic doubling in northern Italian
Dialects. In Trentino, for example, sutject clitics are genev ally
obligatory regardless of whether a lexical preverbal NP is present, as
shown in (64), The examples in (65) show that these clitics are illicit
when the subject is post-verbal 4*.
(64)
a. (El) magna,
cl eat-3s
'He eats.'
b. El Mariu- *(el) magria,
the Mario cl eats
'Mario ears,'
c. *(Le) ven
cI come-3pl
vThey' come.'
d, Le putele *(.e) ven.
the girls cl come
'The girls come.'
40. There is some variation in the distribution of subject clitics among
different northern Italian dialects. An account of these facts is
beyond the scope of ;his thesis, but see Safir (1985), Rizzi (1984)
and Roberge (1966).
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(65)
a. (*E1) magna el Mario
b. (*Le) Yen le pulew!
c. E 'vegnu 'na putela
has come a girl
'A girl came.'
d. *L' ei vegnuda una putela
(Roberge (1986; 153)
However, the fact that the suffix attached to ea does not license
third person NSs distinguishes this element from other clitics in
Hebrew, raising doubts about its status is cli ic. The examples in
(66) show that third person pronominal clitics attached to prepositions
or nouns may have specific reference.
(66)
a. sara natna le-dan tmuna yafa
Sara gave to-Dan picture pretty
'Sara gave Dan a pretty picture'
b. sara natna 1o tmuna yafa
Sara gave to-3m.sg. picture pretty
'Sara gave him a pretty pkture'
c. sara roca tmunat ha-more
Sara wants picture the-teacher
'Sara wants the teacher's picture'
d. sara roca tmunat-o
Sara want?. picture-his
'Sara wants his picture'
Thus, the evidence suggests that these suffixes manifest some
properties of both clitics and AGR in Hebrew. Doron (1963) and Borer
(1964) take di fferent approaches to account for this hybrid element. As
noted above, Doron argues that the suffix on eyn is AGR, but she also
argues that AGR functions like a clitic in the context of a NB or an
(65)
a. (*E1) magna el Mario
b. (*Le) ven le putele
c. E 'vegnu 'na putela
has come a girl
'A girl came.'
d. *L' ei vegnuda una putela
(Roberge (1986:153)
However, the fact that the suffix attached to eyn does not license
third person NSs distinguishes this element from other clitics in
Hebrew, raising doubts about its status as a clitic. The examples in
(66) show that third person pronominal clitics attached to prepositions
or nouns may have specific reference.
(66)
a. sara natna le-dan tmuna yafa
Sara gave to-Dan picture pretty
'Sara gave Dan a pretty picture'
b. sara natna lo tmuna yafa
Sara gave to-3m.sg. picture pretty
'Sara gave him a pretty picture'
c. sara roca tmunat ha-more
Sara wants picture the-teacher
'Sara wants the teacher's picture'
d. sara roca tmunat-o
Sara wants picture-his
'Sara wants his picture'
Thus, the evidence suggests that these suffixes manifest some
properties of both clitics and AGR in Hebrew. Doron (1983) and Borer
(1984) take different approaches to account for this hybrid element. As
noted above, Doron argues that the suffix on eyn is AGR, but she also
argues that AGR functions like a clitic in the context of a NS or an
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"clitics... have the same syntactic function as agreement markers with
respect to the licensing of [NSs]" (Roberge, p.306). I suggest that
this result follows from standard assumptions about the structural
position and content of clitics and AGR.
Doron, Borer and Roberge all assume that AGR is the nominal
component of INFL, the head of IP, and that subject clitics are
pronominal heads adjoined to INFL. In other words, clitics are distinct
syntactic categories from the zero-level syntactic category (XO) to
which they are adjoined, but AGR is a component of X*. However, I take
the position that AGR and TNS are separate syntactic categories. As I
argued above this claim permits an analysis of AGR as adjoined to TNS
(=INFL) in derived verbs which are inflected for both tense and
agreement. On this view AGR adjoined to TNS is a clitic because it too
is a distinct syntactic category from the X* to which it is attached43 .
Therefore, a clitic is an XO which does not head its own projection or
an X* which has raised to the position of a c-commanding head. This
definition is formalized in (67):
features and pronominal heads (D~s) which are also specified for
person. However, I shall continue the tradition which uses the term
nominal to refer to a syntactic category which is specified for any
of these features.
43. I shall argue below that adjunction of a nominal head to TNS is a
necessary, but not sufficient, condition for licensing a referential
NS.
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(67)
X is a clitic on Y iff (i) and (ii) and (iii).
(i) X is a zero level syntactic category Cominated by
a zero level syntactic category Y.
(ii) Every projection which dominates both X and Y is a
projection of Y or a projection which dominates the
maximal projection of Y.
(iii) No projection which dominates both X and Y
is a projection of X.
By syntactic category I mean both lexical categories (N, V, A, and F)
and functional categories such as complementizers (COMP), tense (TNS),
agreement (AGR) and determiners (DET). I assume that both functional
and lexical categories can be characterized in terms of a system of
syntactic features, but I leave open the question of how this systeO is
organized44.
Now, if both AGR and subject clitics are nominal X0 categories
which may be adjoined to TNS, we cannot characterize the difference
between them either in structural terms or in terms of content. Still
there is a difference: Subject (and object) clitics are inherently
specified for phi features, but AGR gets its feature specification by
coindexation with a noun phrase in its domain45 . In other words AGF may
44. There have been a number of attempts to ascribe syntacti cor
semantic content to the lexical features originally proposea in
Chomsky 0972), but there is no consensus as to whether lexical
features should be e:Aended to functional categories, and if so how.
For relevant discussion see Jackendoff (1977), Reuland (1983),
Muysken (1986) Fukui and Speas (1986), Holmberg (1986) and Cowper
(1987).
45. It is immaterial to the point under discussion whether AGR gets cor-
indexed via the mechanism of SPEC-head agreement as argued by Kayne
(1967) or by free co-indexation as argued by Borer (1966).
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be seen as a bound X, i.e. as an anaphor whereas the subject clitic
must be a free X*. **
I propose that pronominal clitics and AGR be contextually
distinguished as follows: A nominal X* in an adjoined position will be ,
construed as AGR if it is locally bound by an antecedent in an A-
position, (i.e. a Case position), and as a pronominal clitic otherwise.
I discuss the implications of this proposal for the analysis of pro-drop
in Hebrew present tense sentences in section () below. The application
of this proposal to pro-drop in past and future tenses will be deferred
to chapter 3. Before returning to the discussion of the suffix attached
to y I will briefly discuss the consequences for the analysis of AGR
in non-negative present tense clauses.
I have argued that AGR is base-generated as the head of a syntactic
projection distinct from TP. Therefore, it occupies a position which is
distinct from that of TNS at D-structure. I suggested that an
intermediate verb must merge with AGR to be well-formed, but that it
only raises to the head of TP (at LF) when T* is occupied by a
phonetically null element. Consequently, when the intermediate verb
adjoins to TNS, AGR will also be adjoined to this head. The internal
structure of the derived head of TP is depicted in (68);
46. Note that this proposal suggests a principled explanation for the
extension to the projection principle (the stipulation that all
clauses have a subject). This extension might then be derived as a
consequence of binding theory applied to AGR, If a clause contains
AGR, then AGR must be locally A-bound.
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(68)
T *
VAQR T 0
V AGR
By the definition in (67), AGR is clitic on TNS in this structure.
Assuming that TNS assigns Case to [SPEC,TPJ then AGR will be A-bound by
the subject in this position.
I have also argued that the intermediate verb does not move to TO
when this position is occupied by eyn. Therefore, according to (67),
AGR associated with present tense is not a clitic on eyn at any level of
representation. Recall, however, that the nominative Case-marked
subject is realized in [SPEC,AGRP] in the context of suffix-less Exyn.
In this structure AGR is A-bound by a noun phrase in SPEC position of
its own projection.
(69)
TP
T AGRP
eyn DP AGR'
Dani AGR VP
yodea ivrit
Let us now return to the discussion of the nominal suffix attached
to eyn in examples such as () repeated here as (70):
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(70)
a. dani 1  eyn-o± yodea ivrit
Dani NEG-cl knows Hebrew
'Dani doesn't know Hebrew'
b. daniL eyn-oL xaxam
Dani NEG-cl smart
'Dani isn't smart'
c. danii eyn-oi more tov
Dani NEG-cl teacher good
'Dani isn't a good teacher'
I noted at various points that this morpheme is specified for
person as well as number and gender features, and in this respect it
crucially contrasts with the head of AGRP in present tense clauses. I
also argued that AGR was manifested on the intermediate verb in (70a).
Since these two nominal elements are distinguished both in terms of
their position and their content, I conclude that the suffix is not the
D-structure head of AGRP. Moreover, by the definition in (68) it must
be a clitic.
In my discussion of the differences between AGR and pronominal
clitics I suggested that the crucial difference was whether the element
was inherently specified for person, number and gender features or
whether it inherited these features from an antecedent via co-
indexation, i.e. whether the element was anaphoric or referential.
Let us assume that the grammar of Hebrew allows a nominal X* to be
freely base-generated as a clitic on eyn, ignoring for the moment the
fact that this clitic doesn't license third person null subjects. I
suggest that the subject is forced to move to ESPEC,TPJ in the presence
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of this clitic by the CHAIN condition (Chomsky, 1986). This condition
is formalized in (71):
(71)
If C =(, .. ,n) is a maximal CHAIN, then qo
occupies its unique 8-position and a& its unique
Case-marked position.
(Chomsky, 1986, p.137)
The CHAIN condition derives from the principle of full interpretation,
insuring that every noun phrase is linked to a Case position and a E
position. Extending the notion of CHAIN to includ ,qll nominal
categories, then AGF: (and clitics) must also be included in a maximal
CHAIN. Chomsky's (1966) de inition of a maximal CHAIN is reproduced in
(72):
(72)
If C = (P, ...,cn) is a maximal CHAIN, then ax
is in a Cas-marked position.
(Chomsky, 1986, p. 1 3 7 )
If TNS assigns Case to the closest nominal element, It will assign
Case to the clitic rather than AGRP or ESPECAGRP). The clitic, being
at'ached tc the head of TP', is clearly not in an e position. In order
to be interpretable it must be co-indexed with a E-marked pcsition. If
it were co-indexed wih a E-position which is also a Case position, the
CHAIN would not be licit be:ause it has two Cases. Therefore, it must
be co-indexed wit a Case-less Es-position, l.e. ESPEC,VPJ. Since
CSPEC,VP) is the D-structure position of the subject, this derives the
result that she clitic will have the same phi features as the subject
because co-lndexed nominal elements cannot have conflicting features.
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If the clitic does not transmit this Case then the overt subject
will not be Case-marked and the sentence will be ungrammatical. Compare
the examples in (73) with (70) above.
(73)
a. *eyn-ol dani1  yodea ivrit
NEG-cl Dani knows Hebrew
'Dani doesn't know Hebrew'
b. *eyn-oj daniL xaxam
NEG-cl dani smart
'Dani isn't smart'
c. *eyn-oi dani, more tov
NEG-cl Dani teacher good
'Dani isn't a good teacher'
Note that the sentences in (73) obey the CHAIN condition because the
clitic on eyn is in a Case-position (W,) and the subject (or its trace)
is in a 8-position (,,). The ill-formedness of these examples is due to
a violation of principle C of the binding theory because the overt
subject is bound by the co-indexed clitic. In (70), on the other hand,
the subject in [SPEC,TPJ is not bound by the clitic 47 .
Finally, if the clitic absorbs nominative Case, ESPECTPJ is
neither a Case-position nor a 8-position. Therefore, it is not an A-
position in this structure. Consequently, movement of the subject to
this position will leave a variable which is A-bar bound by the clitic,
47. This account assumes that the original notion of c-command (Reinhart
(1976) (formulated in terms of branching nodes) rather than m-
command (formulated in terms of maximal projections) is relevant for
binding theory. In addition it must be assumed either that the
index of the clitic percolates to the head or that branching at the
level of heads is not visible.
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the closest co-indexed antedent. Note that according to the definition
in (72) the subject is not part of the maximal CHAIN containing the
clitic and the variable in this derivation because the clitic is Case-
marked.
Now consider the possibility that the clitic transmits Case. Since
the head of a well-formed CHAIN must be in a Case-marked pcotit:on, the
clitic must transfer Case to a position which C-commands T*. The
closest position which satisfies this condition is [S0ECTPJ. In this
derivation [SPEC,TP) will be analysed as an A position because it is a
Case-marked position. Since movement to an A-position leaves an NP-
trace, i.e. an anaphor, the empty category in [SPEC, AGRJ must be e-
bound. Although the trace of the subject is locally bound by the
clitic, which is in an A-bar position, the clitic is itself an anaphoric
element A-bound by the Case-marked subject.
I conclude this analysis of the clitic on ey with an account of
the fact that an expletive subject is only licit in the context of bare
eyn but not in the context of evn+cl, as shown in (74)40:
48. Following Hazout (1986), Shlonsky (1987) argues tht ze is a
referential pronoun which can only appear in thematic subject
positions, accounting for its inadmissability in sentEnces like the
following;
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(74)
a. eyn ze mtargiz oti Se dan lo ba
NEG that bother me that Dan not came
*eyn re] margiz oti Se dan lo ba
'It doesn't bother me that Dan didn't come'
b, *ze eyn-o margiz oti Se dan lo ba
Adopting Chomsky's (1986) proposal that expletives are replaced by
Arguments at L.F, ze will be replaced by the clausal subject just in case
it is io an A-position. In (7-a) the expletive in [SPEC,A+RP) is
assigned nominative Case by eyn. Therefore, [SPECAGRP) is an A-
position in this example. However, (74b) will be ruled out in any
derivation. The S-structure of this example is depicted in (75).
() (*ze) nimsera hoda'a
it was communicated message
(ii) (*ze) nimsar Se dan higia
if was communicated that Dan arrived
(iii) (*ze) carix la'avod
it must to work
(iv) (*ze) duvax 'al ha- te'una
it was reported on the-accident
(v) (*ze :ar
it cold
'it's cold'
(Shlonsky (1987, pp. 73-74)
If this is the case then the unacceptability of ze in the context of the
inflected negative particle may be attributed to the fact that ze
'this (m.sg.)' is a demonstrative which has no person feature, so
the anaphoric third person feature in CL is unbound. Note tiat je
is also distinguished from personal pronouns in that it does not
clticize onto prepositions as shown by the pairs in (vi),
(vi) b-"o ba-ze 'in it/this'
ot'-c et ze 'it/this (acc)
l-o le-ze 'to it/this'
'al-av 'al ze 'on it/this'
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(75)
[Tp ze eyn-o 4 [t Arp [e34  AGR4  [vp margi; [E,' 3 1]3
Consider first the derivation of (74b) where the expletive is in
LSPEC,TP and the clitic absorbs Nominative Case. Regardless of whether
the expletive is inserted in this position or moved from [SPEC,AGRF'3 the
derivation will be ungrammatical because this position is riot in a 8-
chain. Consequently, the position of the expletive will not be
appropriately interpretable at LF,
Now consider the derivation of this sentence in which the clitic
transmits Case to [SPEC, TP). On this account the expletive will be
Case-marked and therefore in an A-position. If we assume that it is
base-generated in this position, then [SPECAGRPJ will be construed as
an A-bar position, being neither Case-marked nor 8-marked. The
derivation will be ruled out by the ECP if (SPEC,AGRPl is not co-indexed
with the clitic, Alternatively if [SPECAGRP) is co-indexed with the
expletive in [SPEC,TPJ the derivation will be ruled out as a case of
improper movement because replacement of the expletive by the empty
category in [SPECAGP will be movement from an A-bar position to an A-
posi ton.
Summarizinc, the results of this discussion, I began b) assuming
that TNS assigns case to the closest nominal element. When there is a
nominal clitic adjoined to this position, the clitic will be assigned
Case. I appealed to the CHAIN condition to explain why the clitic has
the same features as the subject. I argued that movement of the
subject to [SPEC,TP) was required to circumvent a binding condition
violation. Finally, I argued that CSPEC,TP3 should be analysed as an A-
bar position if the clitic absorbs Case, but as an A position if it
inherits Case from the clitic. If ESPECTP) is an A-bar position, the
clitic is the head of the maximal CHAIN whose foot is [SPECVF,
2.5.2 Past Participle Agreement in Romance.
In his analysis of past participle constructions in Romance, Kayne
(1987) posits two AGR nodes in clauses where the past participle is
overtly marked to agree with its object. He accounts for the fact that
past participles may agree with an accusative clitic or wh-moved object
but they may not agree with a post-verbal noun phrase by hypothesizing
that AGR can only manifest features of a noun phrase in [SPECAGRP).
Examples are given in (76)4'.
(7&)
a. Paul a repeint les chaises
'Paul has repainted the chairs'
b. *Paul a repeintes les chaises
c. Paul les a repeintes
'Paul them-has repainted-AGR'
d. les chaises que Paul a repeintes
'the chairz that Paul has repainted-AGR'
In these French sentences the first AGR is realized on the tensed
auxiliary verb and manifests the phi features of the subject, and the
49. All the examples in this section are taken from Kayne (1987).
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second is realized on the past participle and manifests the phi features
of the object. The latter is base-generated as the head of AGRP
immediately dominating the participial VP. This derives a StrLCture
which is highly reminiscent of the structure I posited for inflected
negative particles in Hebrew. Moreover, Kayne provides a strikingly
parallel account of the fact that past participle agreement is illicit
in the context of an expletive subject. Examples are given in (77).
(77)at'
a. les chaleurs qu'il a fait(*es)
'the heat that it has made(*AGR)
b. Je me demande combien de chaises il sera repeint(*es) cette anne
'I wonder how many .hairs it/there will-be repainted(*AGR) this year'
For independent reasons, Kayne argues that ESPECAGRPJ is not a Case
position. Consequently he derives the illicitness of such examples from
the fact that the expletive cannot form a CHAIN with the trace of the
clitic or wh-phrase because the latter is in an A-bar position O.
Thus, the unacceptability of an expletive subject both in French
past participle constructions and Hebrew inflected negative particle
constructions derives from the fact that expletive replacement cannot
apply across AGRP if [SPEC,AGRPJ ' not assigned Case.
50. Since LSPECAGRP) is not e Case position, Kayne assumes that the wh-
phrase or clitic must be adjoined to A6RP deriving the following
structure:
(i) ...Wh-phr ase1 il V.. [ASRP es [EA,P AGR1 Y,, es J.
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2.5.3 Conclusion
My analysis answers all but one of the questions that I posed at
the beginning of this section: Is the clitic attached to eyn AGR? If
so, why is it distinguished from all other instances of AGR in Hebrew?
In particular, why is it the only AGR associated with a present tense
sentence that is specified for person, and why is it the only AGR which
is incompatible with an overt expletive?
Recall that I argued above that AGR must be A-bound, but a
pronominal clitic must be free. Therefore, we can infer from the above
discussion that the clitic is to be analysed as AGR if it transmits Case
to [SPEC,TP3 and as a pronominal clitic, otherwise. Now consider the
possibility that AGR may optionally be inherently specified for phi
features. In other words, I am suggesting that the distinction between
a pronominal clitic and AGR be reduced to a distinction in the level at
which the phi features are specified. Intuitively, the idea behind this
proposal is that a nominal category with no semantic content other than
person, number and gender features may be inherently specified for these
features, or it may inherit these features from an antecedent. Personal
pronouns, pronominal clitics and AGR in NS contexts are all inherently
specified for phi features, but anaphors and AGR in non-NS contexts have
their phi feature specification determined by their antecedents.
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The exceptional properties of this clitic AGR are a consequence of
the interaction of two aspects of this construction, First, this
element is adjoined to the head of TP at P-structure. In chapter 3 1
shall argue that AGR of past and future tense clauses is also bast-
generated in this position. I defer discussion of why only AGR which is
base-generated as a clitic on TNS is specified for person until that
chapter. Second, the complement of TNS in this construction is a
nominal syntactic category, i.e AGRP, NP or AP (cf. footnote () above).
I argued that the verb does not raise to eXyL at any level of
representation because the negative particle is autonomous TNS.
However, I also argued at various points in the discussion that a verb
stem must adjoin tc AGR in Hebrew to derive a well-fbrmed verb word.
Therefore, this construction is distinguished in having two AGRe - one
adjoined to TNS and a second as the head of the complement of TNS. The
illicitness of an overt expletive in this construction stems from the
presence of AGRP intervening between TNS and the main predicate.
In the next section I shall show how this structure accounts for
the distribution of null subjects in present tense clauses.
2.6 Null Subjects
In this section I develop an analysis which accounts for the
distribution of NSs in Hebrew present tense clauses51 . My objective is
to articulate both necessary and sufficient conditions which explain the
51. This analysis will be extended to account for NSs in past and future
tensed clauses in chapter three.
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availability of NSs as a function of both tense and substantive
reference.
I claim that AGR which licenses a referential NS in a tensed
sentence must satisfy two conditions: First, it must be Case-marked.
This condition serves to insure that AGR is the head of a CHAIN,
specifically the CHAIN whose foot is the 8 position in which the subject
is base-generated, Second, it must have sufficient phi features to
recover the content of the noun phrase it is co-indexed with. Following
Borer (1986), 1 shall assume that noun phrases which have no phonetic
content have to be b-identified. Borer defines I-identification as
coindexation with an antecedent with a set of sufficiently rich
inflectional featLures. Among the antecedents that can I-identify an
empty category, Borer includes clitics, AaR and antecedents in an A or
A-bar chain. I shall suggest that the relation between AGR and the NS
it I-identifies is analogous to the relation between a clitic and the
Argument (subject or object) that it identifies.
I hiall depart from current stanoard assumptions in analysing
referential NSs as properly governed empty categories which are A-bar
bound b) AGE. However, this analysis more closely resembles the
approach taken by Chomsky in Lectures on Government and Binding where he
argues that "in the pro-drop languages the element AGR is more closely
connected with the verbal element with which it is morphologically
manifested, and thus need not govern the subject position" (Chomsky
(1961, p.25&)). My analysis differs from that in Chomsky (1961) in that
I assume that external arguments are base-generated in EBPEC,YP), a
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position which is c-commanded by AGR and, therefore, potentially bound
by it. I assume that expletive NSs need not be properly governed
because they are replaced by thematic subjects at LF, the level at which
the ECP applies.
I shall distinguish between two classes of AGR; pronominal AGR and
nounal AGR. The former is inherently specified for the feature person
and therefore I-identifies a pronominal subject, while the latter has
number and gender features only, enabling it to I-identify a full noun
phrase subject, but not a pronoun. This distinction will be necessary
to account for the contrasting distributions of NSs with specific
reference and arbitrary reference. NSs with specific reference are
pronominal, and,consequently they must be bound by AGR which is
specified for the feature person as well as number and gender, but NSs
with arbitrary reference are more like full noun phrases because they
are never coreferential with any other noun phrases. Note that in
Hebrew present tense AGR, which is specified for number and gender
features only, cannot license a pronominal NS, (i.e. a NS with specific
reference), although it may license a nounal NS (i.e. NS with arbitrary
reference or an expletive NS).
Recall from the introduction to this chapter that expletive NSs,
NSs with specific reference, and NSs with arbitrary reference all have
different distributions. I shall discuss the availability of each class
in the context of the three present tense TNS elements examined in this
chapter, (i.e. eyn+CL, bare gyn and non-negative abstract TNS).
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2.6.1 Null SubJ ects with specific reference
NSs with specific reference are possible in present tense clauses
in the context of the inflected negative particle only, as exempli fied
by the contrast between (78a) and (78b,c)*5 :
(78)
a, (ani) eyn-eni oxel bananot
(I) NEG-isg eat bananas
'I don't eat bananas'
b. eyn *(ani) oxel bananot
NEG (I) eat bananas
'I don't eat bananas'
c. *(ani) oxel bananot
(I) eat bananas
'I eat bananas'
In the last section I argued that the clitic on eyn was both a
projper governor and AGR. In the course of the discussion, it was
proposed that AGR be analysed as an anaphoric element when its phi
features are determined by a c-commanding noun phrase in an A-position
(CSPEC,TP)) and as a free pronominal otherwise. This suggests an
approach to NSs which constitutes a significant departure frcr current
52. In the discussion of CL in the last section it was noted that this
element does not license third person NSs with specific references.
Compare (i) with (7Ba):
(M) *(hu) eyn-o oxel bananot
(he) NEG-CL eats bananas
'he doesn't eat bananas'
In order to account for this fact, I shall adopt Borer's claim that the
third person feature is anaphoric in Hebrew. However, I shall
postpone discussion of this proposal until chapter 3.
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assumptions about the licensing conditions for NSs: I shall propose
that (referential) NSs in tensed clauses are propirly governed empty
categories which are A-bar bound to Case-marked AGR. In other words,
they are clitic-bound variables.
2.6.1.1 CL licenses referential NSs
Consider the structure of (7Ba) as depicted in (79). (1 have
labelled AGR attached to e CL. to distinguish it from AGR which is
realized on the intermediate verb. In the rest of this section I shall
continue to refer to it as CL simply to avoid confusion with the head of
AGRP.)
(79)
TP
T'
T AGRP
NEG+CL SPEC AGR'
AGR VP
SPEC Y'
e V...
The subject is base-generated in ESPEC,VP), This is a 8-position,
buT not a Case-position. CL cannot properly govern an empty category in
this position because they are niot close enough. More specifhcally, YP
and/or AG3RP are barriers to government of [SPEC,VP) by CL. However, the
subject may move to ESPEC,AGRPJ, a position which is accessible to
government by CL. Note also that if both head government and antecedent
government are necessary for proper government, CL which is a zero-level
syntactic category satisfies both requirements.
Now, what about the trace of the NS in [SPEC,VP]? Is it also
properly governed? We want to derive the result that it is antecedent
governed by [SPEC,AGRPJ, but according to the structure in (79) AGR, the
head of AGRP is a closer governor. Recall that AGR lowers to V in the
derivation of the surface representation. If lowering occurs prior to
S-structure, then AGR would not be in a position to block proper
government at this level53 . If V+AGR raises to AGRO at LF, [SPECVPJ
will be locally governed by a lexical head, i.e. V/AGR at this level.
Note that there is no ESPEC,TP] in the structure in (79). I assume
that since this would be neither a Case position, nor a 8 position, it
need not be generated. This could follow from the principle of full
interpretation, given that an expletive pro in this position could not
be replaced by the subject at LF5 4 .
53. Cf. Shlonsky (1988) for a similar treatment of the absence of that-
trace effects in Hebrew tensed clauses containing the complementizer
Se 'that'.
54. If ESPEC,TPJ is not obligatory, then the extension to the Projection
Princple which requires that all clauses have a subject might be
reanalysed as a requirement that non-pronominal AGR be coindexed
with some noun phrase in an A position. (See Borer (1986) for an
analysis which adopts this approach.) The requirement that AGR be
coindexed with a noun phrase should also follow from the principle
of full interpretation since AGR which is neither co-indexed with
the subject or functioning as the subject is uninterpretable.
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2.6.1.2 Evn does not license a referential NE
Consider next the structure of (78b), depicted in (80).
(80)
TP
Tv
T ASRP
NEG SPEC AGR'
A6R VP
SPEC V'
e V...
This construction has no CL. If Case is assigned to ESPEC, AGRP3, then
an overt subject will be forced to raise to this position to get Case.
The D-structure trace of the subject is properly governed in this
structure, just as it was in (79). However, an empty category ir
CSPEC,AGRP) could not be properly governed by y because the negative
particle is not itself a proper governor. Therefore, the impossibility
of a NS in this st-ucture is attributed to the fact that CSPECAGRP) is
not properly governed.
Further evidence for this analysis may be adduced from the fact
that the subject of a sentence negated by . may only unde; go wh-
movement if CL is present. Compare (81a,c) with (81b,d):
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(81)
a. mi eyn-o oxel baranot
who NEG-CL eats bananas
'who doesn't eat bananas'
b. *mi eyn oxel bananot
c. ha- iS Be eyn-o oxel bananot
the-man that NEG-CL eats bananas
'the man who doesn't eat bananas'
d. *he-iS Se eyn oxel bananot
The S-structures of these examples are represented schematically in
(82);
(82)
a. [Lr WH [ETP t1 NEG-CL4 [ASRP ts AGR Lvp t V ... 3
b. *L0e WH ETP t1 NEG [AalJP tL AGR [v, t& V ... 3
In (82a) the trace in EPEC,AGRPJ is locally antecedent governed by CL,
but in (82b) the uninflected negative particle is the closest governor
to this trace, blocking antecedent government by the trace in
[SPECTPl)5, Since gy is not a proper government, the sentence is
ungrammatical',
55. Or if there- is no base-generated SPEC position, by the trace
adjoined to TP.
56. It may be the case that a negative particle which assigns accusative
Case in possessive constructions is a proper governor. This is
suggested by the fact that wh-movement is possible in the possessive
construction, even though tya is never inflected in this context.
Compare (ii) with (S1).
(i) eyn li et ha-sefer ' I don't have the book'
NE: to-me ACC the-book
(Ii) ma eyn-(*o) li? 'what don't I have'
what NEG-(CL) to-me
See~ Shlonsky (1987) for discussion.
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2.6.1.3 Abstract TNS does not license a referential NS
The third case to be considered is non-negative present tense. The
structure I attribute to these sentences is depicted in (83).
(83)
TP
SPEC T'
TNS AGRP
SPEC AGR'
AGR VP
SPEC V'
V
As in the case of the bare negative particle, 'there is no CL on abstract
the TNS element which could properly govern [SPECAGRP3. Consequently, a
NS in this position would not be properly governed in this context
either. Note, however, that this structure is distinguished from that
in (80) above by the assumption that an overt subject is realized in
[SPECTPJ. Although abstract TNS is not a proper governor, it does not
block antecedent government by the subject in [SPEC,TP] of an empty
category in [SPEC,AGRP3. However, the empty category in ESPEC,TPJ would
violate the ECP.
Until now we have not considered the possiblity that AGR (i.e. the
head of AGRP) could be assigned Case enabling it to antecedent govern a
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NS in its D-structure position, CSPECVPJ. I suggest that AGR, which is
specified for number and gender features only is unable to I-identify a
pronoun which must be specified for person features as well. In other
words, even if AGR absorbs Case, it is not sufficiently rich in features
to function as the antecedent for a personal pronoun". See Chaptei 3
for a proposal to explain the contrast between present tenae AGR
(specified for number and gender only) and past/future tense AGR
(specified for person as well as number and gender) in structurAl
terms.). In the next section, I shall show that AGR is sufficiently
rich in features to function as the local antecedent for an arbitrary
pronoun.
21&A I11 Spbjects tith arpitrary referece
Zn this section, I shall account for the distribution of NSs which
are interpreted as arbitrary in reference. It was noted in the
introduction to this chapter that arbitrary interpretation never obtaine
with an overt pronoun and requires that AGR be marked for (third person)
plural. As illustrated in (84), this class of NSs is possible in
present tense clauses in the context of a bare negative particle or
abstract TNS, but not in the context of the inflected negative particles
57. This explanation is also adopted in previous accounts of the
distribution of NSs in Hebrew (cs. Borer (1981, 1984), Dloron (1983)
and Shlonsky (1987)).
(84)
a. *eyn-am ox1-im harbe falafel be-sin
NEG-3pl eat-pl much falafel in-China
b. eyn ox1-im harbe falafel be-sin
NEG eat-pl much falafel in-China
'They(arb) don't eat much falafel in China'
c. oxl-im harbe falafel be-sin
eat-pl much falafel in-China
'They(arb) eat alot of falafel in China'
NSs with arbitrary interpretation are available in all and only contexts
where NSs with specific reference are unavailable. I interpret this as
evidence that AGR, rather than CL licenses the empty category in the
grammatical examples of (84). I shall suggest that in [SPEC,VPJ is
variable A-bar bound by AGR if this head is inherently specified for the
feature [+pl and is assigned Case by TNS. Because AGR is inherently
specified for number (and gender) features, it is able to absorb Case,
but it will not be assigned specific reference because it is never
marked for the feature person.
Although I have no specific proposal to make regarding the
mechanism involved in deriving an arbitrary interpretation, I shall
assume that difference in interpretation between a NS with specific
reference and a NS with arbitrary reference is due to the fact that
specific reference picks out a particular individual (or set of
individuals) while arbitrary reference does not. Consider the following
examples:
(85)
a. John asked his students if they ate falafel in China
b. John thinks that one should not eat falafel in China
c. The mechanic says that it will be expensive [e to fix .my car]
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If the pronoun hb in (85a) is co-indexed with the student in the
matrix clause, it is interpreted as a pronoun with specific reference.
If it is not co-in0exed with this argument, it may refer to either some
other set of people who had been to in China, or it may refer to the
people of China. In each case, the pronoun picks out a particular set
of people. Now consider the impersonal pronoun oge, in (85b). This
cannot be coreferential either with John, the subject of the matrix
clause; nor can it refer to anyone in particular. It Pust be free in
reference. Similarly, the empty category in (85c) may refer tc my,
mechanic in which case it can be paraphrased as 'The mechanic says that
it will be expensive for him to fix my car'. Alternatively, the subject
of the infinitive may be free in reference, as suggested by the
paraphrase 'The mechanic says that it will be expensive to have my car
fixed (by anybody)'".
2.6.2.1 CL does not jicense NS with arbitrary reference
Let us begin by explaining why a NS with arbitrary reference is
impossible in the context of the inflected negative particle. Recall
that in this construction pyg assigns Case to CL. If CL absorbs Case it
functions as a pronoun, binding the NS in CBPECAGRP3, but as noted
above I adopt Borer's claim that third person CL (i.e. AGR adjoined to
5B. For speci fic proposals regarding the derivation of arbitrary
interpretatio~n see Manzini (1963) Epstein (1964), Borer (1985).
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!YA at D-structure) is anaphoric in Hebrew. Therefore, it is unable to
I-identify the NS. If CL transmits Case to CSPEC,TPJ, then CL must bF
A bound by a noun phrase in this position, but a NS in this position
would violate the ECP because it would not be properly governed. Note
also that if Exg assigns Case to AGRP or (BPEC,AGRPJ ir this
construction, CL will not be interpretabli because it will not be a link
in a well-formed CHAIN. In short, the impossibility of a NS with
arbitrary interpretation in the context of CL is attributed to the fact
that CL whic:h is specified for third person must be A bound or the head
of referential Argument CHAIN.
i.6.2.2 Uninflected Negative Particles
NSs in the context of a bare negative particle must be licensed by
AGR. In this context AGR, the head of AGRP must be functioning as the
antecedent of the empty category in (SPEC,VP3. If AGR, which is
inherently specified for number and gender features, absorbs rninative
Case assigned by iyn It can serve as an A-bar binder for the empty
catepory in SPECVPJ. At LF, the verb raises to ASR so that the
subject is both head governed by a lexical head and antecedent governed
by AGR. In short, the empty category in [SPECVP3 is both 1-identified
and properly governed. The f-structure I attribute to (64b) is depicted
in (86).
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(86)
'P
TP
T AGRP
NEG AGR'
/ \
AGR1 VP
SPEC V'
There is no ESPECAGRP3 in this representation. Note that if it were
generated, this position would not be properly governed. Therefore, I
assume that SPEC is optional. It is generated if the position is
required by an independent module of the grammar, such as Case or
Binding.
2.6.2.j ArbilraryNs and abtract TNS
I shall extend the proposal developed in the last paragraph to
account for the availability of NSs in the context of abstract TNS.
Until nAow I have been assuming that abstract TNS assigns Case to
ESPECTP3. If the availability of NSs in this context is contingent on
AGR absorbing Case, I must account for the fact that abstract TNS
assigns Case to ESPEC,TPJ If the subject Is an overt noun phrase, but to
AGRP otherwise.
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Consider the possibility that abstract TNS may assign nominative
Case either to (SPEC,TP3 or to AGP. If the subject is an overt noun
phrase and TNS assigns Case to AGRP, either CSPEC,AGRP will not be
Case-marked, so that the subject is not visible at LF, or pronominal AGR
transfers Case to the subject in LSPEC,AGRPI. However, if AGRP is
assigned Case, I assume that it must also have a referential index. If
AGR transfers Case t' sPEC, AGF') the subject and AGRP will have the
same index, in other words the derivation will entail an i-within-i
violation. In either case, the derived structure will not be well-
formed. However, if TNS assigns Case to ESPEC,TPJ an overt subject in
this position will be licit because it is Case-marked in compliance with
the visibility condition, and it will also be outside the c-command
domain of AGR both at S-structure and at LF. In short, it is not
necessary to stipulate that TNS assigns Case to the left, if we assume
that AGR is non-pronominal, i.e. anaphoric, in the context of an overt
subject.
Now, if Case is assigned to AGRP, AGR will be Case-marked so chat
it is a potential antecedent for a NS in [SPEC,VPJ. At LF the verb
raises (through AGR) to TNS. At this level of representation, AGR(+V)
is adjoined to TNS. Either the trace of AGR can function a. a local
antecedent or the NS raises to adjoin to AGRP, in which case it is
properly governed by V+AGR+TNB.
jj4ap Expoletlve Null St dects
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In this section, I shall account for the distribution of expletive
NSs. It was noted in the introduction to this chapter that expletive NSS
are impossible in the present tense in the context of the negative
particle, but that otherwise they are acceptable as shown by the
contrast between (87a,b) and (87c).
(87)
a. *eyn-o margiz oti Se ...
NEG-CL bothers me that
b. *eyn margiz oti Se ...
c. margiz oti Se ..
'it bothers me that ...'
Recall that expletive NSs cannot be base-generated in [SPEC,VP3 because
this is a $ position. Therefore, they must be inserted either in
LSPEC,TP3 or LSPECAGRP3. Remember also that we are adopting Chomsky's
(1986) proposal that expletives are replaced by Arguments at LF.
Therefore, CL and/or AGR cannot absorb nominative Case, if the expletive
is to be visible at this level of representation. If the ECP applies
at LF, it is necessary to insure that an expletive NS occupies a Case
position at this level of representation, and that the D-structure
position of the Argument (and any intermediate trace) is properly
governed. The null expletive itself need not be properly governed.
2.6.3.1 CL does not license expletive NSs
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Recall from the discussion in section 5 that if the clitic does not
absorb nominative Case, then it can only transfer Case to [SPECTP3. If
an expletive NS is base-generated in this position then AGRP will be a
barrier to to movement of the subject from (SPECVP), as in the case of
overt expletives because it is neither Case-marked nor 0-marked by
eyn+CL.
Now consider the derivation of this sentence in which the clitic
transmits Case to [SPEC, TPJ. On this account the expletive will be
Case-marked and therefore in an A position. If we assume that it is
base-generated in this position, then ESPEC,AGRPJ will be construed as
an A-bar position, being neither Case-marked nor 0-marked. The
derivation will be ruled out by the ECP if ESPECAGRPJ is not co-indexed
with the clitic. Alternatively if (SPECAGRP3 is co-indexed with the
expletive in ESPEC,TPJ the derivation will be ruled out as a case of
improper movement because replacement of the expletive by the NS will
require adjunction to AGRP, i.e. movement through an A-bar position to
an A positon. This account is essentially the same as that proposed
above to explain the impossibility of an overt expletive in the context
of CL.
2.E.3.2 Eyn does not license expletive NSp
The contrast between (87b) and (87c) sLuggests that AGR must raise
to the position of the head of TP in order to license an expletive NB.
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Compare the schematic LF representations of the two sentences depicted
in (88a) and (88b) respectively:
(88)
a. *[Tp NEG [AGRP Subji V+AGR, [vp t, tv 3.
b. [T, Subj1  V+AGR+TNS [An, V+AGRi [vp ti tv ... ]]]
The ill-formedness of (88a) may be attributed to a conflict between two
requirements on the construction: I have suggested that AGRP has no
SPEC in the context of a NS (because AGR absorbs Case like a pronominal
clitic) and yet the expletive NS must be in a Case-marked A position if
it is to be replaced by an Argument at LF. When the head of TP is
occupied by the negative particle, the complex category V+AGR cannot
adjoin to this position and must, therefore, appear in the head of AGRP.
If AGR absorbs Case then [SPECAGRPJ is not generated as an A position.
[n the last section, I argued that arbitrary pro is licensed
because AGR absorbs Case enabling it to A-bar bind an empty category in
[SPEC,VP]. However, if the subject replaces the expletive at LF in
expletive contexts, AGR cannot absorb Case in this instance. Rather,
[SPEC,AGRP], which is assigned Case by eyn, must provide necessary phi
features to license non-pronominal AGR. This conflict cannot be
resolved because on the one hand, the empty category has no features, so
AGR cannot be licensed at S-structure and on the other hand, if AGR
absorbs Case, then [SPEC,AGRPJ cannot be an A position. In other words,
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an expletive NS in this position will not be licit if AGR is a
pronominalf.
2.6.3.3 Expletive NSs and Abstract TNS
The discussion in the last paragraph suggests that the crucial
difference between abstract TNS and the bare negative particle eyn is
that abstract TNS may assign Case to ESPECTP3, so that an expletive NS
may be base-generated in this position. If the ECP applies at LF, we
need only insure that all empty categories are properly governed at this
level. Thus, although the empty category in [SPEC,TPJ is not properly
governed at S-structure, it will be replaced by the thematic subject in
the semantic component. Note that the subject can move directly from
[SPEC,VPJ to [SPEC,TPJ if AGRP is L-marked by the raised verb at this
level. At LF the expletive NS is replaced by the thematic subject whose
trace is properly governed as in the case of an overt subject. Since
AGR lowers to V in the derivation of the S-structure representation, it
may obtain its phi features from a VP internal noun phrase.
59. Note that transmission of Case from AGR to [SPEC,AGRPJ in a NS
construction will require co-indexation of AGR and [SPEC,AGRP3. If
AGR is construed as a pronominal in this context, such co-indexation
violate the i-within-i constraint (cf. Chomsky (1981, 1986)). If
Case is assigned directly to [SPEC,AGRP3, AGR is not a referential
element. Consequently AGRP and [SPEC,AGRP3 need not be co-indexed
if the subject is overt, thereby obviating a potential i-within-i
violation.
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Alternatively, if AGR is adjoined to V prior to D-structure, it may
have default phi features (i.e. [-plural, -feminine] or its phi features
may be determined by a VP internal argument prior to application of head
movement and expletive replacement. This option may be required to
account for examples such as (89) where the verb assigns no external
theta role and an internal argument appears in its D-structure position
in the surface representation' 0 .
(89:)
a. nigmar li ha-kesef
finished to-me the-money
'My money is all gone'
b. meforatim harbe dvarim ba- karox ha- ze
specified many things in-the-leaflet the-this
'Many things are specified in the leaflet'
c. xaSuv ligmor be-zman
important to-finish on-time
'It is important to finish on time'
2.6.4 Summary
-Argument NSs are in properly governed positions
-require that AGR be inherently specified for phi features as an option
-referential NSs are I-identified (antecedent governed) by AGR which is
inherently specified for person, number and gender
-arbitrary NSs are (antecedent governed) by AGR which is inherently
specified for number and gender features
60. (89b) is due to Borer (1986, p.385).
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-in both cases the NS is A-bar bound by AGR and properly governed (at
LF)
-expletive NSs are in Case positions, but not necessarily positions
which are properly governed
-AGR must be inherently specified for phi features, but does not absorb
nominative Case
-need only insure that the trace of subject is properly governed at LF
after expletive replacement
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2.7 APPENDIX: Autonomous AGR
In this appendix I shall discuss nominal sentences containing an
optional nominative Case-marked third person pronoun in a position
intermediate between the subject and predicate"*. As illustrated in
(90), this pronominal element has the same number and gender features as
the subject.
(90)
a. dani HU xaxam
Dani HE smart
'Dani is smart'
b. sara HI mora
Sara SHE teacher
'Sara is a teacher'
c. dani ve sara HEM 'al ha- gag
Dani and Sara THEY 'on the-roof
'Dani and Sara are on the roof'
Doron and Rapoport adduce convincing arguments to show that this
element (which I call autonomous AGR) is neither the present tense form
of the copular verb haya 'be' nor a resumptive pronoun. Since it is
61. I shall confine my remarks to predication structures. However, this
element also appears in equitive nominal clauses containing two
referring expressions, as illustrated in (1).
(U) dani HU ha- more Seli 'Dani is my teacher'
Dani HE the-teacher of-me
(ii) sara HI roS ha- 'ir 'Sara is the mayor'
Sara SHE head the-city
One difference between the two constructions is that the pronominal is
obligatory in equitives, but as noted in the text, it is optional in
predicatives. See Doron (1983), Rapoport (1987) for relevant
discussion and analysis.
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neither a predicate nor a subject, they conclude that it must be INFL.
More specifically, they assume that it is the overt realization of INFL
that dominates AGR but not TNS. The purpose of this appendix is to show
that autonomous AGR is most felicitously analysed as AGR, adjoined to
abstract TNS. I shall begin by reviewing arguments that have been
adduced to show that the pronominal elements in (90) are AGR. I shall
then discuss additional evidence which suggests that autonomous AGR is
an autonomous functional category which contains TNS as well 4ts AGR,
Z.7.1 Autonomous AGR
First, as noted in section 4, autonomous AGR never co-occurs with a
verbal predicate. In this respect it contrasts with the auxiliary payl
'be' as shown by the contrast between (91b) and (9c)'a
(91)
a. dani haya 'omed ivrit
Dani was studying Hebrew
'Dani usec to study Hebrew'
b. dani lomed ivrit
'Dani studies/is stLdying Hebrew'
c. *zani HU lomed ivrit
Following Doron, I attribute the impossibility of a verbal predicate in
the context of autonomous AGR to the fact that Hebrew verbs must merge
62. Most of the examples in this appendix are due to Doron (1963,
Chapter 3).
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with AGR to be well-formed, but an intermediate verb cannot be merged
with AGR which is realized as a pronoun. Note that this fact would be
unexplained in an analysis of autonomous AGR as a resumptive pronoun.
This analysis also conforms to the generalization against adjunction to
autonomous functional categories discussed earlier.
In section 4 it was also argued that TNS and AGR lower to the verb
in the derivation of the surface represenation based on the fact that
the verb always follows sentential adverbs such as be-emet 'really' and
the negative marker lo 'not' in simple declarative sentences
Autonomous AGR, on the other hand, precedes both these elements, as
shown in (92) and (93)':
(92)
a. dani HU lo more
Dani HE not teacher
'Dani isn't a teacher'
b. *dani lo HU more
c. dani lo haya more
Dani not was teacher
'Dani wasn't a teacher'
d. *dani haya lo more
(93)
a. dani HU be-emet ha- baxur Se raiti
Dani HE really the-fellow that saw-lsg.
'Dani is really the fellow I saw'
b. *dani be-emet (HU) ha-baxur Se raiti
63. These facts are noted in Doron (1983). Berman and Grosu (1976)
adduce an analogous argument based on the order of the verb relative
to sentential adverbs.
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c. ?dant haya br-emet ha- baxur Se raiti
Dani was really the-fellow that saw-Isg.
'Dani was really the fellow that I saw'
d. dani be-emet haya ha baxur Se raiti
These contrasts are precisely what we would expect if autonomous AGR is
TNS and/or AGR rather than a constituent of the predicate.
In the next subsection I shall present my arguments for analysing
autonomous AGR as a complex head derived by adjunction of AGR to TNS,
2.7.2 Autonomous AGR is ad joined to TNS
In section 4 I defined a clitic as a zero-level syntactic category
that was adjoined to another zero-level syntactic category at any level
of representation. If autonomous AGR consisted solely of AGR it should
have the properties of an independent word, but Doron shows that in fact
it behaves like a clitic". First of all, autonomous AGR cannot bear
contrastive stress, although as shown in (94) both the auxiliary bewa
and the negative particle may do so, The examples in (95) show that
homophonous personal pronouns may also be contrastively stressed.
(Stressed elements are underlined in these examples.)
64. D)oron also analyses autonomous AGR as a clitic, but she does not
specify what It is cliticized to. As noted in earlier discussion,
she analyses INFL CTNS and/or AGR) as the head of B, but assumes
that TNS is not present in these constructions.
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(94)
a. *dani HU more tov
Dani HE teacher good
b. dani eyn-o more tov
Dani NEG-CL teacher good
'Dani is not a good teacher'
c. dani haya more tov
Dani was teacher good
'Dani was a good teacher'
(95)
a. hu xaxam me'od
he smart very
'he is very smart'
b. hi mora tova
she teacher good
'she is a good teacher'
This contrast is expected if autonomous AGR is a clitic attached to TNS,
but not if it is an autonomous head.
In section () it was demonstrated that tensed complement clause
containing an intermediate verb has a temporal interpretation which is
present by default, being neither past nor future. In this respect such
clauses contrast with tenseless complements which contain the same verb
form but whose temporal interpretation is determined by the
superordinate clause. The relevant examples are reproduced as (96)
below:
(96)
a. dan xaSav Se sara lomedet ivrit
'Dan thought that Sara studies Hebrew'
*'Dan said that Sara studied Hebrew'
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b. dan yaxSov Se sara lomedet ivrit
'Dan will think that Sara studies Hebrew'
*'Dan will think that Sara will study Hebrew'
c. Samanu oto menagen etncml ba- ko'nc er t
heard-1pl. him playint.) yesterday at-the-cconcert
'we heard him playing at the concert yesterday'
d. niSma oto menagen maxar ba- koncert
will hear-ipl. him Dlay(int.) tomorrow at-the-concert
'we will hear him playing at the concert tomorrow'
Strikingly, a similar contras- obtains with nominal clauses with
and without autonomous AGR. Compare (97a) and (97b:
(97)
a. Samati ii fney Sana Se sara be-herayon
heard-Apl before year that Sara pregnant
'A year ago I heard that Sara was pregnant'
b. #Samati lifney Sana Se sara HI be-herayon
'A year ago I heard that Sara is pregnant'
(97a) is well-formed if Sara was pregnant a year ago but has since had
her baby. In contrast (97b) is syntactically well-formed but it 'is
semantically odd given that the gestation period for women is only nine
months. Therefore, if Sara is now pregrnant, she could riot have been
expecting the same baby a year ago. I interpret thiv contrast as
evidence that autonomous AGR is a tensed category.
Also, as noted in the introduction to this appendix, Autonomous AGR
can be realized as a (third person) pronoun, but riot as a first and
second person pronoun. If third person prononinals in Hebrew are not
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inherently specified for the feature person then autonomous AGR, like
AGR of present tense sentences, is marked for number and gender only"m,
Doron also observes that autonomous AGR cannot appear in the
context of a personal pronoun. The ungrammaticaly of both (9Gb) and
(98c) shows that this cannot be attributed to feature mismatch between
the subject and agreement.
(98)
a. dani HU more
Dani HE teacher
'Dani is a teacher'
b. *hu HU more
he HE teacher
c. *ata HU more
you HE teacher
I argued above that TNS assigns nominative Case to the closest
nominal element. If AGR raises to TNS (or similarly if TNS lowe s to
AGR), then AGR will be Case-marked by TNS. If AGR can transmit abstract
Case but not morphological Case then the incompatibility of autonomous
65. Note that the demonstrative article is formed by combining the
definite article and a third person pronoun, as shown in (i).
(i) a. ha- yeled ha- hu 'that boy'
the-boy the-he
b. ha- yalda ha- hi 'that girl'
the-girl the-she
The use of both the definite article and the third person pronoun to
form a demonstrative seems to be a counter-example to the claim that
both pronouns and definite articles are to be analysed as DET
(refs??). However, the formation of the demonstrative is consistent
with the view that third person pronouns are unspecified for the
feature person in Hebrew. More specifically that they are in fact
pro-N and not pro-D. I shall argue in chapter () that these pro-Ns
become definite by raising to a base-generated empty P position.
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AGR and personal pronouns may be attributed to the fact that personal
pronouns, unlike full noun phrases must also be morphologically marked
for Case to be well-formed. This may be attributed to constraint
against two morphologically Case-marked elements in a single CHAIN.
Kayne (1983) formulates such a constraint to account for restrictions on
complex inversion in French.
(99)
Given a chain C with Case K, K can be realized
morphologically on at most one element of C.
(Kayne (1983, p.159)
Kayne attributes the contrast between (100a) and (100b) to the
assumption that il and ce must bear morphological Case to be well-
formed, .but cela need not do so. Therefore, it is possible to create a
chain containing il and cela, but not il and ce:
(100)
a. Cela est-il faux
That is- it false
'Is that false'
b. *C'est-il faux?
The contrast in (101) may be interpreted as further evidence that
the co-occurence restriction on autonomous AGR and pronouns is a
morphological one:
(101)
a. mi (*HU) more
who HI teacher
'who is a teacher'
b. [eyzo yedida SelxaJ HI mora
which friend(f.) of-you(m.sg.) SHE teacher
'which friend of yours is a teacher?'
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These examples show that autonomous AGR may not appear with an
interrogative pronoun, but that it is acceptable in construction with a
non-pronominal wh-phrase. This difference can be straightforwardly
accounted for if mi 'who' must also be morphologically marked for Case.
It should be pointed out, however, that there are two contexts in
which autonomous AGR does co-occur with an interrogative pronoun; "long"
wh-movement and relative clauses. Moreover, as shown in (10)2),
autonomous AGR is obligatory in these cases.
(102)
a. mi ata ma'amin Se *(HU) more
who you believe that HE teacher
'who do you believe is a teacher'
b. ha- iS Se *(HU) more
the-man that HE teacher
'the man who is a teacher'
c. ha-" iS Se ata ma'amin Se *(HU) more
the-man that you believe that (HE) teacher
'the man who you believe is a teacher'
Doron argues that autonomous AGR is necessary to allow Se 'that' to
absorb the index of the intermediate trace in COMP enabling the
complementizer to properly govern the empty subject position. In other
words she suggests that Se can properly govern the trace of the subji:t,
but only if AGR is present. Rapoport also argues that AGR is necessary
to circumvent an ECP violation, but she argues that INFL, not the
subject may be properiy governed by the complementizer. (Following
Bhlonsky (1986, 1988) Rapoport assumes that the complementizer
cliticizes ontQ IP, enabling the operator (or its trace) to properly
govern the subject position. I shall also assume this analysis.).
I would like to suggest yet another explanation which attributes
the obligatoriness of autonomous AGR to the ECP. Like Rapoport, I
assume that AGR is necessary to make the head of S visible at LF.
However, I depart from her analysis by assuming that the realization of
autonomous AGR in the position of TNS is due to syntactic movement
rather than insertion at D-structure. TNS is an empty category which
may be visible at LF either by virtue of being properly governed, or by
acquiring phonetic content. Adjunction of AGR to TNS instantiates the
latter strategy.
This account suggests that the impossibility of autonomous AGR in
cases of "short" wh-movement of interrogative pronouns may be due to the
fact that Mi in sentences such as (101) is in a Case-marked position at
S-structure. In other words mi is in (SPEC,TP) and not ESPEC,CPJ. In
the examples in (102), on the other hand, autonomous AGR absorbs Case so
that the D-structure trace of the wh-phrase is locally A-bar bound to
the clitic. Movement through [SPEC,TPJ to ESPECCP) constitutes A-bar
movement, i.e. [SPEC,TP) is not a Cese position if AGR absorbs
nominative Case assigned by TNS.
Finally, this analysis also permits an account of the fact that
sentences containing autonomous AGR are the only non-past/future
cunstruction in Hebrew that cannot be negated by en.
(103)
a. *danl eyn-o-HU xaxam
Dani NEG-CL-HE smart
b. *eyn-HU dani xaxam
NEG-"HE Dani smar t
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If autonomous AGR is in fact the realization of AGR as an clitic on TNS,
then the ungrammaticality of the examples in (103) may be attributed to
the constraint against adjunction to an autonomous functional head.
Remember from the discussion in sections 4 and 5 that TNS may be filled
at D-structure by the bare negative particle or by a complex head made
up of the negative particle and AGR(CL). In other words, the
incompatibility of eya and autonomous AGR is due to the fact that it is
impossible to adjoin to an autonomous functional head".
(104)
a. *eyn dani HU xaxam
NEG Dani HE smart
b. *eyn dani HU more
NEG Dani HE teacher
Note that if autonomous AGR were simply a spell-out of AGR, my analysis
would predict that it could co-occur with the bare negative particle.
However, as shown in (104) this prediction is not borne out'7:
66. This approach is compatible with the account proposed by Doron.
She suggests that the incompatibility of inflected eyn and
autonomous AGR is due to fact that clitic on eyn absorbs nominative
Case. Note that the clitic and autonomous AGR cannot both appear in
a given sentence if they must both be morphologically marked for
nominative Case.
67. Doron attributes the ungrammaticality of examples such as (104) to
her assumption that autonomous AGR only co-occurs with fronted
subject, whereas the subject must follow the bare negative particle
in INFL. (Recall that Doron assumes that Hebrew sentences have a
flat structure and that the unmarked constituent order is INFL-Subj-
Pred.)
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&.7. 3 Conclusion
In short, I have analysed autonomous AGR as a clitic derived b'
raising AGR, the head of AGRP in present tense sentences, to at stract
TNS. This approach accounts for the clitic properties cof AGR in this
construction, as well as the co-occurence restrictions between
autonomous AGR and intermediate verbs and the negative particle. The
assumption that autonomous AGR is a clitic on TNS alsQ splains why this
construction has the same autonomous temporal interpretation as other
present tense clauses.
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Chap t er 3
The St r tic t ur e o 1 Noun Fhr ases
3.1 Introduction
In this chapter I turn my attention to noun phrases, focusing on
the structure of noun phrases containing a subject which is construed
either as a possessor or as an argument of the lexical head. As a pont
of departure I adopt the hypothesis that noun phrases are matimal
projections of a functional category. (Throughout this chapter, I shall
use the term noun phrase to refer to the maximal projection of a non-
clausal argument. In referring to maximal projections of a specific
category I shall use abbreviations such as DP and NP.)
The claim that noun phrases are headed by a category other than N
is originally due to Brame (1981, 1982). Since the publication of that
work there have been a number of independent proposals based on data
from a variety of languages suggesting that noun phrases, or at least
some classes of noun phrases, contain one or more functional heads which
are analogous to COMP, INFL or AGRP For example, Reuland (1983) argues
that English gerunds have an INFL node. Kornfilt k1984) proposes that
AGR is the head of possessed noun phrases in Turkish. Abney (1986,
1987) argues that all English noun phrases are maximal projections of an
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INFL-like functional head D. Szabolcsi (1983-84, 1987) analyses the
definite article as a CMP-like head of Hungarian noun phrases, positing
nominal AGR as the noun phrase analog of INFL in this language.
Horrock arid Stavrou (1986) argue that both English and Greek nou,,
phrases are more perspicuously analysed as DPs. Horrocks and Stavrou
claim that D has the syntactic properties of COMP in Greek and INFL in
English, although in both cases D selects v. NP complement.
In earlier work (Ritter, 1986) I argued tnat Hebres D was analogous
to INFL* in this work I shall show that D, the head of the DP, is the
noun phrase counterpart of TNS, i.e. a functional category which may be
filled oy a Case-assigning element. Moreover, I shall provide evidence
that the complement of D is not NP, but rather a second non-lexical
projection. I shall suggest that the head of this projection bears the
number (and possibly gender) of the noun phrase. This approach retains
the structural parallelism between noun phrases and sentences orginally
captured in analyses which posited a functional category analogous ti
INFL.
3.2 Three Genitive Constructions in Hebrew
Hebrew has three different genitive constructions, as illustrated
ir the examples in (1). As the examples in (2) illustrate, each such
1. In that work I suggested that in construct state noun phrases, D
contained the feature [idefiniteJ and ROSS, where the former
parallels C!tense) and the latter is a case-assigner. However, I
shall show below that the functional head of a PP cannot be specified
for definiteness if it also assigns genitive case.
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construction can appear with a pronominal possessor in place of a full
noun phrase possessor.
(1)
a. ha- misrad Sel ha- mora
the-office of the-teacher
b. misrad ha- mora
office the-teacher
c. misrad-a Sel ha- mora
office-her of the-teacher
'the teacher's office'
(2)
a. ha- misrad Sel-i
the-office of -my
b. misrad-i
office-my
'my office'
c. misrad-i Sel-i
office-my of my
'MY office'
(1a) and (2a) illustrate the free genitive construction in which the
possessor is introduced by the particle Sel, which is comparable to of
in English or de in French. With the exception of nominative Case-
marked pronouns, all personal pronouns are realized as clitics in
Hebrew. Consequently, a pronominal possessor in the free genitive
construction is always realized as a clitic on Sel.
The examples in (lb,c) and (2b,c) are both considered construct
state constructions (henceforth CSs). These examples contrast with the
free genitive construction in that the definite article ha never appears
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in initial position of the matrix DP. Moreover, in some cases the shape
of the noun differs in the free genitive constructi-:-n and in the CS.
For example, the free form of the noun meaning "house" is bayit, but in
the CS it is always realized as beyt. (ib) and (2b) illustrate the
simple CS. The most salient characteristic of this construction is that
the head noun is immediately followed by the possessor. (ic) and (2c)
illustrate the doubled CS construction which has some properties of both
the free construction and the simple CS. As in the simple CS, a
pronominal clitic manifesting phi features of the genitive phrase :
attached to the head noun, and as in the free genitive construction, the
genitive phrase is immediately pre:eded by the particle Sel 'of'. As
indicated by the glosses there is no semantic distinction between the
three constructions if the possessor is a full noun phrase, although
repetition of a pronominal possessor in the doubled construction
receives a contrastive interpretation, as shown in the gloss of (2c).
Berman (1978, p.234) claims that "irrespective of whether the
adjunct is a full noun or e tronominal, everyday colloquial Hebrew usage
will today prefer one of the two forms that use the genitive particle
Bel, and the bound form with no particle will be confined to more
formal, literary style, with certain quite limited exceptions, where the
bound form is required." The exceptions Berman refers to are CSs in
which the semantic head is either an adjective or a non'-flnite ver b
form2. Adjectival CSs are illustrated in (3) and two classes of verbal
2. Berman also notes that some lexical compounds, such as beyt sefer,
'school' (literally house-book) or beyt xolimn 'hospital' (literally
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CSs are illustrated in (4) and (5);
(3) Adjectival CSs
a. naara [arukat raglayimJ
girl [long legs 3
'a long-legged girl'
b. baxurim Ladumey paniAJ
fellows (red faceJ
'red-faced fellows'
(4) Gerundive CSs
a. Suv ha- sfinot
returning the-ships
'the ships'
Suv -an Bel ha- sfinot
returning-their of the ships
returning'
b. hikaneS ha- yeled hikans -o Sel ha- yeled
entering the-boy entering-his of the-boy
'the entering of the boy
(5) Participial C~s
a. msader baayot
settle problems
?a problem settler
b. noaley ha- sandalim
wear the-sandals
'the sandal wearers'
She calls these 'quasi-nominal' CSs because the lexical head of
the noun phrase is not of the category N, but rather a verb (either the
intermediate verb form discussed in chapter 2, or what she calls a
gerund, which has the same form as the infinitival verb stem) or an
adjective. I shall discuss the verbal CBs in the appendix to this
chapter.
house-sick(pl)), have the form of a simple CS construction.
Discussion of these forms is beyond the scope of this thesis, but see
Borer (to appear) for a detailed investigation of similarities and
differences between compounds and syntactically derived CBs.
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The rest of this chapter deals with each of the three genitive
constructions in'turn, focussing on the role of the functional
categories in each structure.
3.3 The structure of non-construct noun phrases
The first class of genitive construction I shall discuss is the
free genitive construction. I shall begin by investigating the
structure of possessed (non-argument taking) noun phrases, which are
distinguished from unpossessed noun phrases only in the presence of the
phrase final possessor. I shall also use this opportunity to explicate
some basic facts of Hebrew noun phrases that will be relevant in
subsequent discussion.
The examples in (6) show that the surface constituent order of free
genitive constructions is Det N Possessor:
(6)
a. ha" kova ha- yafe Sel ha- yalda
the hat(m.sg.) the-pretty(m.sg.) of the-girl
'the girl's pretty hat'
b. ha- simla ha- yafa Sel ha- yalda
the-dress(f.sg.) the-pretty(f.sg.) of the-girl
'the girl's pretty dress'
The definite determiner Ila. is realized as a proclitic on the noun it
speci#fies. (There Is no indefinite article in Hebrew.)". Note also that
3. SometImes a reduced form of the numeral one (exad/axat) is used rs in
ham'lslyldMdylaxt 'the coat of some boy/girl'.
However, unlike the definite determiner, xad/xat appears
postnominally and is Inflected for gender (either masculine or
feminine.) In short, It has the syntactic properties of an
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adjectives appear post-nominally in Hebrew and that they are overtly
marked to agree in definiteness as well as number and gender with the
noun (phrase) they modifiy. I shall adopt the standard assumption that
adjective phrases are generated inside NP, leaving aside the question of
how the the AP acquires the features of the noun (phrase) it modifies.
3.3.1 On the structural realization of (in)definitess
The examples of the free genitive construction adduced thus far all
illustrate definite noun phrases containing a definite possessor; either
a full noun phrase genitive containing the definite article or a
pronominal clitic attached to Sel. However, there are no restrictions on
the definiteness of either the metrix noun phrase or the genitive noun
phrase. The examples in (7) show that the definiteness of the matrix
noun phrase is independent of the definiteness of the genitive phrase in
this construction. Note, in particular, that the adjectives modifying
the head noun are overtly marked as definite in (7ac) and that the
adjectives modifying the possessor are overtly marked as definite in
(7ab).
adjective, not a determiner, (but cf. Giv6n (1981) for arguments
that this usage is the first step in the development of an indefinite
article in the language).
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(7)
a. ha- kova ha- yafe Sel haw- yalda ha- ktana
the-hat the.pretty of the-girl the-little
'the little girl's pretty hat'
b. kova yafe Sel ha" yalda ha- ktana
hat pretty of the-girl the-little
'a pretty hat of the little girl's'
c. ha- kova ha-yafe Sel yalda ktana
the-hat the-pretty of girl little
'the pretty hat of a little girl'
d. kova yafe Bel yalda ktana
hat pretty of girl little
'a pretty hat of a little girl'
Note that English does not have indefinite possessed noun phrases
such as (7c,d), but in English the possessor is assumed to be realized
in ESPECNP34. In English, but not in Hebrew, the definite determiner
and possessor are in complementary distribtion. I shall show that the
possessor is not in CSPEC,DPJ in Hebrew.
3.3.1.1 Indefinite noun phrases are not DPs
As stated in the introduction to this chapter, I am assuming that
noun phrases are DPs. In other words, they are maximal projections of a
functional e. ement. In the case of a definite noun phrase, ha is
analysed as D, the functional head of the DP. Adopting the assumption
of Borer (1984) and Hazout (1988) that S~j can be inserted inside any
4. See Woisetschlaeger (1984) for arguments that possessed noun phrases
such as an old map's dirty hat are always definite in English.
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projection of N, while analysing definite noun phrases as DPs, derives
the structure In(6), in which the possessor is base-generated as a
daughter of NP.
(8)
DPI
D NP1
S / \
ha N' DP2
the / \ / \
N AP Sel DP
kova 1 of / \
hat ha-yafe D NP
I I
ha N'
the I
yalda
girl
In the case of an indefinite noun phrase, either a phonetically
null determiner is the head, or the noun phrase is not a DP. If an
indefinite noun phrase were a DP with an empty head in Hebrew, we might
expect subject/object assymetries to arise as a consequence of the fact
that only the head of an indefinite object would be properly governed.
However, as shown in (9), no such contrast obtains:
(9)
a. yeled katan limed oti ivrit
boy little taught me Hebrew
'a little boy taught me Hebrew'
b. limadeti yeled katan ivrit
taught-1lsg boy little Hebrew
'I taught a little boy Hebrew'
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One might infer from the grammaticality of (9a) that either that an
empty category in this context need not be properly governed or that
there is no empty head in noun phrases such as yeled katan 'little boy'.
However, there is no reason to assume that an empty functional head
would not have to be properly governed. On the contrary, it has been
argued that the ECP applies to both maximal projections and heads. For
example, Stowell (1981) appeals to the ECP to account for the
availability of empty complementizers in sentential objects, but not
5entential subjects in English, as illustrated by the following
examples:
(10)
a. John knew Cp that [Bill had lost the money)]
b. John knew Ecp [e3 [ill had lost the money33
c. [a, that Bill had lost the money33 surprised everyone.
d. *[c, Ce) [Bill had lost the money3) surprised everyone.
The grammaticality of (10b) follows from the assumption that the verb
properly governs the empty category in the head of its complement.
Similarly, the impossibility of an empty category in the head of CP in
(10d) is attributed to the fact that the subject position is not
properly governed.
The assumption that English indefinite noun phrases are not DPs
provides a structural distinction between definite and indefinite noun
phrases which may account for differences In extractability of the
complement of a noun in the two contexts:
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(11)
a. *Cwhich boys3 did John want the picture of t1
b. *[which boys%1 did John want Bill's picture of t,
c. Cwhich boys31 did John want a picture of ts
d. Cwhich boys34 did John want several pictures of t1
If (llab) are DPs, but (llc,d) are NPs, then the contrast in
grammaticality may be attributed to the fact that DP is a barrier by
inheritance for extraction of the complement of NP.
There are two possibilities for analy.ing the indefinite article in
English. On the first analysis the indefinite article i5 taken to be a
modifier of N. In this case the structure of an indefinite noun phrase
would be:
(12)
NP
Art N'
I I
a N
book
I shall assume that this option is available for cases where the
indefinite article is interpreted as the numeral one as in "I want two
coffees and a cheese sandwich". (See also footnote (3) for arguments
that the numeral one has the properties of a modifier in Hebrew.)
On the second analysis, the indefinite article is taken to be the
head of a maximal projection which takes the NP as Its complement. My
proposal Is that this position is the syntactic locus of the number
feature (singular, plural, etc.) of the phrase. Therefore, I shall call
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this head #, and its maximal projection, *P. On this analysis, the
structure of a book is as in (13):
(13)
#P
# NP
I I
a N
I
book
This proposal builds on my assumption that inflectional categories head
syntactic projections. Furthermore, it implies that nouns may be
inherently specified for gender, but not for number. This approach is
consistent with the fact that new words may be derived by adding a
feminine suffix (-fet, j, or -a to a noun stem, as illustrated in
(14)'.
(14)
a. xaSmal 'electricity' xaSmalit 'trolley car'
maxsan 'warehouse' maxsanit 'magazine'
b. Sayat 'sailor, rower' Sayetet 'fleet'
magav 'wiper' magevet 'towel'
c. Sir 'song' Sira 'poetry
amud 'page' amuda 'column'
However, it is not possible to derive new nouns by addition of a plural
suffix to a singular noun stem. Compare (15) with (14):
(15)
a. maxsanim 'warehouses' maxsaniot 'magazines'
b. magavim 'wipers' magavot 'towels'
c. amudim 'pages' amudot 'columns'
5. These examples are due tQ Bat-El (1986). See that work for deteiled
discussion of word formation strategies in Hebrew.
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Therefore, I assume that indefinite noun phrases in Hebrew are #Ps,
not DPs whose head is an empty category. Note, also that the complement
of D is #P, not NP on this analysis.
The hierarchical structure of definite noun phrase is depicted in
(16a) and that of an indefinite noun phrase is depicted in in (16b)
(irrelevant details omitted);
(16)
a. Definite Noun Phrase b. Indefinite Noun Phrase
DP #P
D #P # NP
# NP
2,3.1.o2 Ths interpretation of Possessors
Previous analyses of Hebrew within the government and binding
framework have all assumed that the particle j~j is the realization of
genitive Case assigned by the head noun (cf. Borer (1984), Shlonsky
(1987), and Hazout (1988))'. Borer and Hazout both analyse Bel as dummy
Case marker which is inserted by a language specific rule. Borer's
formulation is given in (17)7.
6. Borer (1964), Shlonsky (1987) and Hazout (1986) all assume that
Hebrew noun phrases are NPs, i.e. maximal projections of N, and that
the genitive phrase may Inside any projection of N.
7. Borer assumes that jej insertion applies at PF. However, i f Case-
marking Is derives from a requirement that noun phrases be visible at
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(17)
Sel Insertion
0--> Sel / ENP ... NP,,3
According to this rule, Sel may be inserted immediately before a
noun phrase which is the rightmost constituent of a containing noun
phrase. This rule correctly derives the relative order of adjectives and
possessors. As will be shown below, this approach accounts for the fact
that the presence of Sel does not t lock antecedent government of an
overt anaphor.
With respect to the interpretation of the genitive phrase as a
possessor, there are basically two treatments in the literature: (a) The
head noun determines some unspecified interpretation for the genitive
phrase. Higginbotham (1985) introduces an interpretive rule (19) for
noun phrases :.f the structure in (18):
(18)
EN, NP4's N' )
(19)
[the x: N'(x) & R(x,NP)J
I take this to mean that the noun phrase subject bears some unspecified
relation to the variable-place in the interpretative rule. For example,
John's cat is interpreted as (20):
LF, this rule will have to apply by S-structure, as pointed out by
Haz out .
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(20)
the x: cat(x) & R(John, x I
There are two ways to interpret this relation R. We may think of
relation R as a relation of 0-role assignment between the head noun and
the genitive, or we may think of the relation as one of modification
with the genitive NP modifying the head noun. On the first
interpretation, the impossibility of expletive subjects, as in *there's
book, is attributed to the fact that ESPECNPJ is always a 1-position.
On the second interpretation, the expletive has n(, inherent semantic
content and consequently cannot function as a modifier.
(b) The element that assigns genitive Case also assigns a 0-role to
the possessor. The second approach assumes that nouns such as book are
incapable of assigning a 0-role, but shares with the first approach, the
assumption that subject of NP is always a 0-position. For example,
Anderson (1983-84) develops an analysis of prenominal genitives in
English in which she takes the position that concrete nouns are
incapable of assigning 0-roles. (See also Grimshaw (1986) for an
analysis based on similar assumptions, and Szabolcsi (1986) for a
similar proposal in her analysis of Hungarian noun phrases.) Anderson
argues that the element which Case-marks the genitve phrase also
assigns it the 0-role of possessor. She posits a Possessive Phrase
(POSSP) headed by a lexical possessive element (A) in [SPECNP3,
deriving the structure depicted in (21) for the possessed noun phrases,
such as John' s c4at.
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(21)
NP
/ \
POSSP N'
NP 's cat
John
Focussing on Hebrew, these two approaches provide different 'answers
to the question of whether Set assigns a 0-role to the noun phrase it
Case-marks. Since nothing in this discussion hinges on this issue, I
shall leave it open to future relrearch.
The possessor bears some relation to the inflected noun, not to the noun
stem. In other words in a noun phrase such as sfarim Sel dan '(some)
books of Dan's', PaD is the possessor of the set of books I assume that
the possessor is base-generated as a daughter of #P, not NP, deriving
the structure in (22):
(22)
DPI
D #P
I / \
ha #' DP2
# NP Bel ha- yalda
/\ I
N # tM
kova
ha- kova Sel ha yalda
the-hat of the girl
2aZ Perived1 Nominals
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In Romance it has been argued that there is a thematic hierarchy
(possessor > external arguments > internal arguments) (cf. Zubizaretta
(1979), Aoun (1985), Cinque (1980), Milner (1982)). Assuming an NP
analysis, Giorgi suggests that possessors are N"' speci fiers, while
external arguments are N" specifiers and internal arguments are
daughters of N' in Italian examples like the following:
(23)
Gianni mi mostrO la sua1 preziosa lettera di
Leonardo agli Sforza
'Gianni showed me his valuable letter by Leonardo to the
Sfor:as'
In our terms possessors are in ESPEC,#P3, but all arguments of the head
noun are base-generated inside NP. In the last subsection I suggested
that the former was indeed the case in Hebrew. In this section, I
discuss evidence which suggests that
all arguments of a process (argument-taking) nominal are base-generated
inside NP.
Consider the argument-taking nominals illustrated in (24) and (25):
(24)
a. ha- axila Sel dan et ha- banana
the-eating of Dan ACC the-banana
'Dan's eating of the banana'
b. ha- axila Sel ha- banana
the-eating of the-banana
c. *ha- axila et ha- banana Gel dan
the-eating ACC the-banana of Dan
d. *ha- axila Gel dan
the eating of Dan
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(25)
a. ha- ktiva Sel ha-student et ha- ma'amar
the-writing of the-student ACC the-article
'the student's writing of the article'
b. ha- ktiva Sel ha- ma'amar
the-writing of the-article
c. *ha- ktiva et ha- ma'amar Sel ha-student
the-writing ACC the-article of the-student
d. *ha- ktiva Sel ha- student
the-writing of the-student
The contrast between (24a) and (24c) and between (25a) and (25c) shows
that the order of arguments is necessarily agent (external argument)
theme (internal argument). The presence of the particle et, which also
marks (definite) direct objects of transitive verbs, suggests Hebrew
derived nominals have the ability to assign accusative Case like their
verbal counterparts9 The grammaticality of (24b) and (25b) shows that
the external argument of a derived nominals may be 'suppressed', in
which case the internal argument receives genitive Case. This is
indicated by the presence of Sel rather than et in these examples. The
ungrammaticaliity of (24d) and (25d) shows that the external argument of
an argument-taking (process) nominal cannot be expressed unless its
internal argument is also expressed (cf. Grimshaw (1986, 1988).
The constituent order in Hebrew noun phrases (i.e. (D) N-Subj-Obj)
is of particular interest. Note that if we assume a DP analysis, but no
6. Et only appears if the direct object is definite. See below for
discussion.
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#P, and a binary branching structure, we derive an S-structure such as
(26):
(26)
DP
D NP
I / \
haN'
DP2
N DP3 I
I I et ha banana
I I ACC the banana
axila Sel dan
eating of Dan
In this structure the subject (DP3) is the sister of the head noun,
immediately dominated by N'. The object (DP2), which is immediately
dominated by NP, assymmetrically c-commands the subject. Regardless of
whether c-command is defined in terms of binary branching as in Reinhart
(1976) or maximal projections as in Aoun and Sportiche (1981), one might
expect that a subject which is an overt anaphor could be bound by the
object in this structure'.
However, as illustrated in (27), the binding facts show that the subject
assymetrically binds the object:
9. The two definitions of c-command are reproduced in i) and (ii)
below:
(I) Node A c-commands node B if neither A nor B dominates
the other and the first branching node dominating A
dominates B.
(Reinhart (1976, p.32))
(ii) A c-commands B i f A and B are X", A # B, and
every maximal projection dominating A dominates B.
(Aoun and Sportiche (1981))
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(27)
a. ha-ahava Bel dan et acmo
the-love of *Dan ACC himself
'Dants love of himself'
b. *ha- ahava Sel acmo et dan
the-love of self ACC Dan
It would be impovsible to develop a structural account of this contrast
based on the representation in (26). Note also that a non-structural
account which attributes the contrast to a thematic hierarchy (where
agents bind themes, but not vice versa) provides no explanation for the
fact that the agent (subjectb must precede the theme (object)'0.
However, if we posit a projection intermediate between DP and NP and if
we further assume that the N raises to the position of the intermediate
head in the derivation of the S-structure representation, then the
structural relationship between the agent and theme in (27) follows
without -stipulation. In the last section I proposed that noun phrases
do contain such a projection, i.e. *P. Assuming this projection for
argument taking nouns, we derive the D-structure in (28):
10. Note that in this respect the Hebrew facts crucially differ from
Italian, where the external argument is realized as the rightmost
genitive phrase inside the noun phrase. In addition, Giorgi (1985)
notes that there is some flexibility in the relative order of
internal arguments in Italian noun phrases as illustrated bythe
following examples:
a. la restituzione di Maria a se stessa
the restitution of Maria to herself
b. la resituzione di se stessa a Maria
the restitution of herself to Maria
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(28)
DPI
/I \
D #P
ha #'
the
# NP
DP2 N'
Sel dan /\
of Dan N DP3
S I
axila et ha-banana
eating ACC the-banana
Now, if N raises to the head of #P, we carn derive the correct surface
order (N-Subj-Obj), and at the same time posit a structure in which the
subject asymmetrically c-commands the object, as required by binding
theory.
It should be pointed out that this rigid order of arguments does
not extend to picture noun phrases in Hebrew. The examples in (29) show
that the possessor (Dan), the agent (Rembrandt), and the theme
(Aristotle) of a non-derived nominal may appear in any order
a. ha- tmuna Sel dan Sel rembrandt Sel aristo
the-picture of Dan of Rembrandt of Aristotle
b. ha- tmuna Sel dan Sel Aristo Sel rembiandt
c. ha- tmuna Sel aristo Sel dan Sel rembrandt
d. ha- tmuna Sel aristo Sel rembrandt Sel dan
e. ha- tmuna Sel rembrandt Sel dan Sel aristo
f. ha" tmuna Sel rembrandt Sel aristo Sel dan
There are two important distinctions between 'picture' noun phrases and
process nominats that may account for this difference. First picture
nouns never assign accusative case to their complements. Second,
picture nouns may be pluralized. I speculate that the relative freedom
of 'arguments' attested in examples such as (I) may be due to the fact
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that picture nouns assign no 0-roles. Therefore, all 'arguments' are
base-generated as daughters of #P.
.3.2.1 h azout (1988)
Hazout (1968) proposes an NP analysis which is similar in spirit to
the one being defended here, except that he suggests that nominals such
as jl-L 'eating', Itiva 'writing' and ahava 'love' are all
syntactically derived by raising a verb to the head of a nominal
projection, which he denotes as NOM2 . The D-structure he proposes is
given in (29):
(29)
NP
SP N'
/ VP
NOM / \
CCiCa DP2 V?
Sel dan / \
of Dan V DP3
I I
AXL et ha-banana
ACC the-banana
11. As noted above, Hazout also rejects the DP hypothesis. However, he
allows adjunction of a head to its own maximal category in CS
constructions. Since I am assuming that such adjuncticon strategies
are ruled out by structure preservation, I shall continue to assume
the DP hypothesis both for C~s and for non-CS noun phrases in
Hebrew.
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According to Hazout, NOM is not a lexical category, although it becomes
lexicalized when-V adjoins to it. Hazout argues that this analysis
accounts for the fact that such derived nominals have the internal
properties of a verb phrase, but the external distribution of a noun
phrase.
He cites two properties of such nominals which are characteristic
of verbs. First, VP adverbs are possible in derived nominals, (although
sentential adverbs are impossible) as illustrated in (30):
(30)
a. ha- ktiva Bel dan et ha- avoda bi-mehirut
the-writing of Dan ACC the-work quickly
'Dan's writing of the work quickly'
b. ha- harisa Sel ha -oyev et ha- ir emeS
the-destruction of the-enemy ACC the-city last night
'the enemy's destruction of the city last night'
c. *ha -ktiva Sel dan et ha- avoda lelo safek
the-writing of Dan ACC the-work without doubt
While adjectives such as (ha-)mlehira 'quick' immediately follow the head
noun in all noun phrases, both the subject and object intervene between
adverbial phrases such as bi-mehirut 'quickly' and the head noun. This
is consistent with his structure which contains a VP inside the nominal
projection.
(31)
a. ha- ktiva ha- mehira Gel dan et ha- avoda
the-writing the-quick of Dan ACC the work
b. *ha- ktiva Gel dan et ha- avoda ha- mehira
the-writing of Dan ACC the work the-quick
c. *ha-ktiva bi-mehirut Bel dan et ha- avoda
the-writing quickly of Dan ACC the work .
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Hazout argues that this analysis also provides a unified account of
accusative Case-issignment in Hebrew, since accusative Case is assigned
by the verb in both derived nominals and sentences. His analysis is
highly reminiscent of Abney's account of English POSS-ing gerunds
reproduced in (32);
(32)
DP
John's D'
D NP
-ing VP
V DP
I I
sing the Marseillaise
"John's singing the Marseillaise"
(Abney (1987, p.223 ))
Both analyses assume syntactic derivation of a nominal category as a
consequence of adjunction of V to the non-lexical head of the nominal
projection that dominates it. The most salient difference between
English POSS-ing gerunds and Hebrew derived nominals is in the position
of the subject. The subject of the English gerund is in ESPEC,DP)
(where it receives genitive case from D). However, the subject of the
Hebrew derived nominal remains inside the VP.
In order to reconcile this fact with his assumption that .Sel1 is the
realization of case assigned by a nominal element, Hazout assumes that
movement of V to NOM makes the VP transparent to the application of the
rule of Sjtnsertion. One might interpret gjL insertion in process
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nominals as an instance of exceptional Case-marking on his account
btause Sel is the realization of Case assigned by NOM to an argument in
LSPECVP3. This is incompatible with the analysis of Sel as the
realization of inherent Case assigned by N. In particular, if we adopt
Chomsky's uniformity principle, then N(OM) should be unable to assign
Case to a noun phrase which is 0-marked by V.
Extending Abney's assumption, that the non-lexical category in the
POSS-ing gerund projects no structure of its own, to Hebrew derived
nominals permits an alternative solution to the problem of explaining
how Sel is inserted in the VP, Let us interpret Abney's claim that
syntactic adjunction of V to Nom "converts" the VP into an NP as
follows; At S-structure adjunction of V to NOM changes the category of
all projections of the verb to projections of a noun, i.e. V' becomes N'
at S-structure. Now, Bel will be inserted in an NP as required.
However, this solution raises a problem for assignment of case to the
internal argument. More specifically, if accusative case is structural
case assigned by V at S-structure, then at this level there will be no
Case-assigning V. Thus, this approach loses the unification of
accusative Case-assignment Hazout originally intended to capture.
Alternatively, if Sel is analysed as the realization of Case
assigned by the verb, one might expect it to be possible to insert Sel
to assign case to an overt subject of an infinitive. However, as shown
by the ungrammaticality of the examples in (33), this prediction is
false.
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(33)
a. *ani roce Sel dan lavo la- misiba
I want of Dan to come to-the-party
b. *ani nisiti Sel dan lavo la- misiba
I tried of Dan to come to-the party
Thus, the realization of the genitive Case-marked subject inside VP
raises significant problems for Hazout's claim that process nominals in
are syntactically derived in Hebrew. In the next subsection I shall
take a lexicalist approach to this construction. More specifically, I
shall argue that process nominals are nouns at all levels of
represent at i on.
3.3.2.2 Process nominals are nouns
If Hebrew process nominals are nouns at all levels of
representation, then we can account straightforwardly for the presence
of the dummy Case-marker Sel in SPEC position of the lexical proje:tion,
i.e. in [SPEC,NP3. However, we must explain how such nominals are
capable of assigning genitive Case to their subjects on the one hand and
accusative Case to their complements on the other.
Let us begin by looking more closely at noun phrases such as (a)
and (a) reproduced here as (34):
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(34)
a. ha- axila Sel dan et ha- banana
the-eating of Dan ACC the-banana
'Dan's eating of the banana'
b. ha- ktiva Sel ha- student et ha- moaamar
the-writing of the-student ACC the-article
'the student's writing of the article'
In the introduction to this section I described et as a particle which
is obligatorily inserted before definite direct objects in Hebrew. No
particle precedes an indefinite direct object of a verb as shown in
(35):
(35)
a. dan axal et ha- banana
Dan ate ACC the-banana
'Dan ate the banana'
b. dan axal (*et) banana
Dan ate (*ACC) banana
'Dan ate a banana'
c. ha- student katav et ha- ma'amar
the-'student wrote ACC the-article
'the student wrote the article'
d. ha- student katav (*et) ma'amar
the-student wrote (*ACC) article
'the student wrote an article'
Let us assume that et is the reilization of accusative Case assigned by
verb to a DP complement. The absence of et in examples such as (35b)
may be interpreted as evidence that Hebrew verbs assign partitive Case
to Indefinite complements, along the lines proposed by Belletti (1986).
Now, If the lexical head of a process nominal were also a verb, one
might expect bare indefinite complements to receive partitive Case from
V at D-structure, prior to conversion of V to N. However, an indefinite
complement of a process nominal is ungrammatical. Compare the examples
in (36) to those'in (34):
(36)
a. *ha- axila Sel dan banana
the-eating of Dan banana
vDan's eating of a banana'
b. *ha- ktiva Sel ha- student ma'amar
the-writing of the-student article
'the student's writing of the article'
I propose to analyse this fact as evidence that et is the realization of
accusative case which may be assigned by both verbs and derived nominals
in Hebrew. Since derived nominals are incapable of assigning partitive
case they never select indefinite complements.
Hazout's second argument for analysing the lexical projection in a
process nominal as a VP is based on the availability of adverbs in these
constituents. Note, however, that all the adverbs he notes are either
time adverbials such as emeS 'last night' or manner adverbials - more
precisely manner PPs - such as bi-mehirut 'with quickness'. Such
adverbs may also appear in English process nominals, as shown in (37);
(37)
a. John's criticism of the play last night was vicious
b. John's destruction of the model without malice or forethought ...
The grammaticality of these examples suggests that time adverbs and
manner adverbs are possible, not because these phrases contrin a VP,
but r ather because they denote an event.
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In -hapter 2, 1 discussed a class of adverbs that appear VP
initially, such as be-koSi 'hardly' kimat 'almost'. If Hazout is
correct that derived nominals contain a VP, then these adverbs should
also be possible. However, the examples in (38) demonstrate that this
prediction is not borne outr
(38)
a. *ha-axila be-koSi Sel dan at ha- banana
the-eating hardly of Dan ACC the-banana
b. *ha- ktiva kimat Sel ha- student et ha- ma'amar
the-writing almost of the-student ACC the-article
Note that such adverbs are possible in English POSS-ing gerunds;
(39)
a. I was worried about Dan's hardly eating his dinner
b. The studen;-s almost writing that article caused a scandal in
the department.
Assuming with Abney that POSS-ing gerunds are syntactically derived from
verbs, this contrast provides further support for my claim that Hebrew
derived nominals are nouns at all levels of representation.
Summary
Hebrew noun phrases are DPs if definite, but #Ps otherwise, where
the head of #P is the position where number of the head noun is
Inserted. The surface order (D) Nt* ... Is derived by head movement of
N to #. gj is the realization of Case assigned by N to any geanitive
phrase generated as a daughter of NP, et is the reallzation of
accusative Case assigned by a derived nominal to its complement.
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(40)
a. D-structure:
[p ha Cop *'LEp dan ENF axila ha-banana3
b. S-structure:
rop ha [o, axila+ [NP Be! dan ENt N et ha-banana)
the-eating of Dan ACC the banana
3,4 Simple Construct State Constructions
The term construct state (CS) refers to a type of noun phrase in
which the head noun is immediately followed by a genitive phrase to
which it bears some relation, such as possessed-possessor or theme-
source'*
(41)
a. misrad ha- mora
office the-teacher
'the teacher's office'
b. maxazot sekspir
plays Shakespeare
'Shakespeare's plays'
c. ba'al ha- rofa
husband the-doctor
'the doctor's husband'
; 4 .L, Definiteness in Cgs
12. In fact, CSs can be formed with other lexical heads, including
adjectives, intermediate verbs and infinitival verb stems as well as
with some quantifiers. Cf. Berman (1978), Borer (1984) for detailed
discussion of the properties of CS constructions.
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The first thing to note is that CS noun phrases are strictly N
initial: Although, the definite article bt always surfaces as a
proclitic on the head noun in definite non-CS DPs, it cannot appear in
this position in a CS. This is illustrated by the contrast between the
definite CSs in (41) and the definite non-CS DPs in (42) Recall that
Hebrew has no indefinite determiner. (See also footnote (3).)
(42)
a. ha- misrad vs. misrad
the-office (an) office
b. ha- maxazot vs. maxazot
the-plays plays
c. ha- ba'al vs. ba'al
the-husband (a) husband
The examples in (43) show that insertion of the definite article before
the head noun of a CS leads to ungrammaticality.
(43)
a. *ha-misrad ha-mora
*ha-misrad mora
b. *ha-maxazot sekspir
c. *ha-ba'al ha-rofa
*ha-ba'al rofa
Recall that noun phrase internal adjectives always agree in definiteness
(as well as number and gender) with the noun they modify in Hebrew.
The examples in (44) show that an adjective in a definite CS must also
be overtly marked as definite, regardless of whether it modifies the
head noun or the genitive phrase.
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(44)
a. Emisrad ha- mora J ha-xadaS
office-m. the-teacher-f. the-new-m.
'the teacher's new office'
b. *Emisrad ha- mora I xadaS
office-m. the-teacher-f. new-m.
c. misrad Eha- mora ha- xadaSa3
office-m. the-teacher-f. the-new-f.
'the new teacher's office'
d. *misrad [ha- mora xadaSa3
office-m. the-teacher-f. new-f.
These examples show that a CS noun phrase and its possessor must ayree
in definiteness. If the genitive is a full noun phrase which is overtly
marked as definite, or if it is pronominal, or if it is a proper name,
the CS will be construed as definite; otherwise, a CS DP is indefinite.
Compare (45) with (44ac):
(45)
a. misrad mora xadaS
office teacher new
'an office of a new teacher'
b, misrad mora xadaSa
office teacher new
'a new teacher's office'
Since no definite article appears when the possessor is a proper name or
a pronominal, I assume that the head of a CS DP can never be specified
for the feature E+ definite3, but rather that this feature percolates
from the possessor.
Further evidence for the claim that the matrix noun phrase inherits
its specification for definiteness from the possessor comes from the
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multiply embedded CSs in (46). In these examples only the most deeply
embedded noun may bear a definite article, and still definiteness
percolates up to the maximal DP.
(46)
a. ben xaver ha- mora
son friend the-teacher
'the teacher's friend's son'
*7a son of the teacher's friend'
b. ceva yadit ha-delet
colour handle the-door
'the colour of the handle of the door'
*'a colour of the handle of the door'
These facts suggest that the surface order N D ... in (45) is not
derived by moving the determiner across the head N. I interpret these
examples as evidence that the functional head of a CS DP can never be
specified for the feature [± definite3. Moreover, I attribute the
impossibility of a definite or indefinite determiner in this
construction to the fact that the head of the DP is occupied by a
phonetically null genitive Case-assigning element that.I will designate
as P,..
In earlier work (Ritter, 1986) I argued that D in the noun phrase
was parallel to INFL in the sentence. Both functional heads contain two
elements: INFL has TNS and AGR while D has DEF and GEN (where DEF is
specified for [tdefiniteJ and GEN is the genitive Case-assigning
element. However, we have just seen that the head of a PP cannot be
specified for Etdefinito] if it is also a Case-assigner. Moreover, if
PEF and SEN are distinct syntactic categories, then the assumption that
.noun phrases are maximal projections of both PEF and SEN violates X-bar
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theory, just like the assumption that Ss are maximal projections of both
TNS and AGR. This leaves us with two options, either DEF and GEN are
heads of distinct syntactic projections, or DEF and GEN both belong to
the class of elements that may fill the head of DP. The fact that the
definite article is in complementary distribution with the genitive Case
assigning functional category suggests that the latter is the case, ie.
they are both Ds.
Since the aead noun in a CS noun phrase is specified for number,
just like the head noun in a non-CS noun phrase, I shall assume that the
complement of D is #P rather than NP in this case as well. Therefore, I
propose that a simple CS noun phrase containing a derived nominal has a
comparable S-structure representation to the corresponding definite non-
CS noun phrase. They differ only in the content of the head of the
maximal projection, and in the position of the possessor. In a non-CS
noun phrase, the definite determiner occupies the position of D, and the
possessor is adjoined to the right periphery of #P. In a CS noun phrase,
on the other hand, the head of DP is filled by an abstract Case-
assigning element, and the possessor is on the the left periphery of #P.
The two structures are depicted in (47).
(47)
a. non-CS DP
DPI
DP#
ha #' elPssr
* NP
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b. CS DP
DPI
/1 \
D #P
Dgen DP2 #'
# NP
This analysis assumes that possessors can be freely generated
either on the right as in (47a) or on the left (47b). Sel is the
realization of case assigned by N (or N+#) to a noun phrase on the right
only:
(48)
a. *EDP ha ., Sel ha-mora # [w, misrad333
the of the-teacher office
b. *E., Sel ha-mora # EP misrad 33
If possessor is generated on the left, it will not be Case-marked
unless the head of DP is occupied by Dg...
(49)
a. *E,, ha ., ha-mora # Ep misrad 333
b. *[.p ha-mora 3 ,p misrad 33
Note that if adjectives are base-generated inside NP (or inside #P),
they will follow the possessor in a construct state noun phrase, but
precede the possessor in a free genitive construction
D-structure of the CS noun phrase in (ib) repeated here as (50) is
depicted in(51):
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(50)
misrad ha- mora
office the-teacher
'the teacher's office'
(51) D-structure of (51)
DPI
/ \
D #P
GEN DP2 #'
ha-mora * NP
N
misrad
The s-structure is derived by head movement of N to #, and subsequent
movement of N+# to Dasw.
3.42 Construct States headed by Argumet-Takinq Derived Nominals
Now let us consider the structure of argument taking nominals in CS
constructions. The examples in (52) and (53) show that the same
constraints apply to the syntactic realization of arguments in the CS as
in the free genitive construction. Note, in particular, that the head
noun is immediately followed by the subject and that the object must
follow both the noun and the subject.
Examples are given in (52) and (53):
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(52)
a, axilat dan et ha- banana
eating Dan ACC the-banana
'Dan's eating of the banAna'
b. axilat ha- banana
eating the-banana
c, *axila et ha- banana dan
eating ACC the-banana Dan
d. *axilat dan
eating Dan
(53)
a. ktivat ha-student et ha- ma'amar
writing the-student ACC tre-article
'the student's writing of the article'
b. ktivat ha- ma'amar
writing the-article
c. *ktivat et ha- mafamar ha-student
writing ACC the-article the-student
d. *ktivat ha- student
writing the-student
In order to account for this array of facts I shall propose that the CS
involves head movement of N (through #) to D, n~s well as movement of the
subject from [SPEC,NPJ to ESPEC, #P3. Thus, the CS construction is
distinguished from the free genitive in two respects. First the head
noun is realized in the head of DP, rather than in the head of #W.
Second, the subject of the head noun is realized in [SPEC, #P3 rather
than in [SPEC,NP3.
At first glance It Is not obvious why the subject of an argument-
taking noun should be forced to move to [SPEC,*P) to get genitive Case
from D,.., In the CS. In particular, recall that It was argued that Sel
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is the realization of Case assigned by N to (SPEC,NP3 in the free
genitive construetion. We must, therefore, account for the
ungrammaticality of examples such as (54) in which N raises to D, but
the subject in CSPECNPr'is Case-marked by Sel.
(54)
a. *axilat Sel dan et ha- banana
eating of Dan ACC the-banana
b. *ktivat Sel ha-student et ha-ma'amar
writing of the-student ACC the-article
The structure I attribute to these examples is depicted in (55):
(55)
*[ap N+#+Den. [., t, [Np Sel"-DP tN ... 3
Adopting the approach of Fukui and Speas (1986), we might argue that
this structure is illicit because D..n is unable to discharge its Case.
With respect to the Case assigned by N, we might assume either that N
only optionally assigns Case, or that a noun phrase which is assigned
inherent Case may also be assigned structural Case. In other words,
assignment of inherent Case by N will not preclude assignment of
structural Case by D.
Alternatively, if genitive Case assignment by N is optional, then
movement of the subject to ESPEC,#P3 will be required for purposes of
visibility t.,
13. Noam Chomsky (p.c.) suggests that in fact no case is assigned to the
subject of a CS noun phrase. Rather, a syntactically derived
compound is formed between the head noun and its subject after
movement of N to P. This approach, which accounts for the surface
similarities between syntactic CSs and lexical compounds such as
Note also that in derived nominals, the same binding relations
obtain in the CS as in the free genitive construction, as illustrated in
(56):
(56)
a. ahavat dan et acmo
love D: acc himself
b. ha-ahava Sel Dan et acmo
the-love of Dan acc self
'Dan's love of himself'
c. *ahavat acmo et dan
d. *ha-ahava Sel acmo et dan
This is as expected because dja. assymmetrically c-commands the
anaphor _agjo regardless of whether it is in [SPEC, #P3 or in ESPECNP3.
3.5 Clitic Doubled Construct States
The third class of genitive constructions to be considered is the
doubled CS construction. As noted in the introduction to this chapter,
this construction manifests some properties of both the free ganitive
construction and the simple CS. The examples in C) and C) are
reproduced here as (57):
beyt-sefer 'school' (literally, house-book), is reminiscent of the
account of English double object constructions developed in Stowell
(1981). Larson (1988) proposes alternative account of English
double object verbs which entails the postulation of an empty V
projection dominating the lexical VP and subsequent head movement.
If D,,., is analysed as an empty nominal category which is capable of
assigning Case, (but no 0-role) then the account in the text may be
viewed as an extension of the latter treatment.
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(57)
a. misrad-a Sel ha- mora
office-her of the-teacher
'the teacher's office'
b. misrad-i Sel-i
office-my of my
'MY office'
The focus of inquiry in this section will be the clitic attached to
the head noun. In particular, we shall be concerned with determining
the role the clitic plays in the construction. What is its source and
how does it come to manifest the person, number and gender features of
the subject? I shall suggest that the csitic is AGR which is attached
to D at all levets of syntactic representation.
In this respect the structure of clitic-doubled CSs resembles the
structure of negated present tense sentences containing an inflected
negative particle, such as (58).
(58)
a. dani1 eyn-os yodea ivrit
Dani NEG-ci knows Hebrew
'Dani doesn't know Hebrew'
b. ani a eyn-enis oxel bananot
I NEG-cl eat bananas
'I don't eat bananas'
The structure I posited for such sentences is reproduced in (59):
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(39)
TP
T AGRP
NEG+CL SPEC AGR'
AGR VP
/1\
SPEC V'
e V...
Compare (59) to the structure of clitic doubled CSs depicted in
(60):
(60)
DP
D'
D #Pfi /\
Dgen+CL #' SPEC
# NP
In this structure D..n assigns genitive Case to CL (=AGR), which absorbs
the Case. The subject of the noun phrase remains in its D-structure
position, receiving inherent genitive Case from N(+#), which is realized
via gjL insertion.
In order to account for the fact that CL has the same person,
number and gender features as the subject, I shall assume a mechanism of
SPEC-head agreement between the head of *P and its SPEC. (B'elow I also
adopt this approach to account for coindexation of CL and the subject in
[BFEC,NPJ of argument-taking derived nominals.) After head movement of
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N+# to D, the derived head will have the index of CSPEC,#P3J, permitting
AGR to be spelled out as required. The S-structure representation of
(50) is depicted in (61).
(61)
CD misrad-CL E.lp t. EP t,4 [of ha-mora3)3
'the teacher's office'
Note that this approach divorces SPEC-head agreement from Case
assignment since the subject is independently Case-marked by N+#, as
evidenced by the appearance of Sel. Moreover, it implicitly assumes
that SPEC-head agreement may obtains, even if the head is not overtly
marked for features of its SPEC.
3.5.1 Construct States headed by Argument-Taking Derived Nomipals
Now consider clitic doubled CSs headed by argument taking derived
nominals, such as (62) and (63);
(62)
a. axilat-o Sel dan et ha- banana
eating-CL of Dan ACC the-banana
'Dan's eating of the banana'
b. axilat-a Sel ha- banana
eating-CL of the-banana
c, *axilat-o et ha- banana Sel dan
eating-CL ACC the-banana of Dan
d. *axilat-o Sel dan
eating-CL of Dan
(63)
a. ktivat -o Sel ha-student et ha- ma'amar
writing-CL of the-student ACC the-article
'the student's writing of the article'
b. ktivat-o Sel ha- ma'amar
writing of the-article
c. *ktivat -o et ha- ma'amar Sel ha-student
writing-CL ACC the-article of the-student
d. *ktivat -o Sel ha- student
writing-CL of the-student
We observe the same distribution for clitic-doubled CS5 as with free
genitives an( simple Cs. In particular, the head noun precedes both
the subject and the object and where both arguments are syntactically
realized, the subject must precede the object a. shown by ihe contrast
between (62a) and (63a) and (62c) and (63c).
Note that if we were to assume that CL is freely coindexed with any
noun phrase inside DP, we might predict that CL could optionally be co-
indexed with object. Pwever, as shown by the following pairs of
examples, such a derivation is ungrammatical.
(C4)
a. axilat-o*
eating-CL
'Dan's eating
b. *axilat-a1
eating-CL
Sel dan4 et ha- banana
of Dan ACC the-banana
of the banana'
Sel dan1 et ha- banana1
of Dan ACC the-banana
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(65)
a. ktivat -o. Sel ha-student 1  et ha- ma'amarim
writing-CL ' of the-student ACC the-articles
'the student's writing of the article'
b. *ktivat -ama Sel he-student et ha- ma'amarim1
writing-CL of the-student ACC the-articles
'the student's writing of the article'
Recall that the clitic is marked for person, number and gender. When CL
agrees with 'Dan' it manifests the features of (3rd), masculine,
singular, and is realized as -p. 'Banana', on the other hand, is a
feminine noun, so CL is realized as -a when it is coindexed with this
noun. Since both 'student' and 'article' are masculine nouns, I have
pluralized the latter in (65), to insure that CL is unambiguously
interpreted as coindexed with the subject and the object in (65a) and
(65b' respectively.
The ungrammaticality of (64b) and (65b) cannot be due to the fact
that CL has absorbed genitive Case, because the full noun phrase object
is independently assigned (accusative) Case by the head noun. Note that
although we call the case which is assigne-d to the subject of a noun
phrase 'genitive Case,' there are in fact two distinct Case-assigners,
and presumably, two distinct Cases. First, there is inherent Case
assigned by the head noun (realized in Hebrew via Sel insertion), and
second there is structural Case assigned by D,.. to ESPEC,#PJ' 4. Having
established this uistinction between Case assigned by P,.. and Case
14. Similarly, ±n English, 21 is the realization of inherent genitive
Case assigned by nouns while 'jg is analogous to structural genitive
Case-assignment by B.
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assigned by N, there would be no way to rule out coindexation of CL with
the ot~Ject, if C were freely coindexed with any noun phrase inside the
matrix DP. Thus, the ungrammaticality of (64b) and (65b) support the
assumption of coindexation via SPEC-head agreement.
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